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T h e  picture was taken with a camera that exposes 
3,000 frames per second. One second of action 

takes more than three minutes to project at normal 
viewing speed. 

The picture was taken looking into an open hearth 
furnace, and i t  discloses action that was only vaguely 
perceived before. This enables U. S. Steel scientists 
to develop a better understanding of the kinetics of 
heat transfer and chemical reaction at temperatures 
approaching 3,00OC F. 

This is but a small part of the scientific world that 
exists within United States Steel-the leading pro- 
ducer in one of the most interesting businesses in the 

Th i s i s the 1 k world, the steel business. If you want to dig ore out 
of the mountains of Venezuela, investigate the atomic 
structure of steel crystals, help rocket designers solve 
new problems with new steels, there might well be a of 0 1 g 1 place for you at United States Steel. Read our booklet, 
"Paths of Opportunity." Write to United 
States Steel, Personnel Division, Room 
5681, 525 William Penn Place, Pitts- 
burgh 30, Pa. 

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  S T E E L  
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Ol\ 0 1  H CUM-R -an Arnij Jupiter 
missile. on the launching platform 
at Cape Canaveral. Florida, Grnilar 
to the one that fired the Callech satel- 
lite, the Explorer. into orbit on Jan- 
uary 31. 

The Caltech Jet Propulsion Lafior- 
atory and the Army Brfllihtic Missile 
Agency of Hurits\ille. Alabama. 
joined in this- first successful firing 
of a IJ.S. satellite. For more details 
on the satellite, and %hat Calterh 
had to do wilh it. see page 20. 

P R E S J D E ~ T  D L B K J U G E ' S  article. 
'The  Challenge of Sputnik." started 
life as a talk gi\en at Lob Angeles 
Junior College in Van Nuyb last h o -  
\ember. Jt made such an impression 
on that audience that Dr. DuBridge is 
constantly being asked to repeat it. 
and it has been run in full in the 
Pasadena Independen t -S tar  iVews. 
'You'll find this timeh, hard-liitiing 
statement on page 13. 
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like to be . . . and why he likes 
being. .  . a Computer Systems 
Engineer with IBM. 

e e e * o ~ * ~ * e e * e * ~ . . e . . e * . * ~ * . " . * e * . . *  
Â ft 

ft *SOLUTION 
' If x and y be the number of bulbs A and B respectively, * : the profit (P) for a day can be represented by . 
ft P = 2x + 5y * 
* e 

subject to the restrictions Ã . x s 20, y 15 Â 

e e 
and also subject to the restriction that there are only Ã 

* 8 hours in a production day, i.e., e * 
0.2x+O.ly s 8 o r x +  2yfi40 e 

^ fe 
6 r---  

: Since x S 0 and y as 0, the values of x and y must fall . on the boundary or within the polygon enclosed by the . 
* lines x = 0, y = 0. x = 20, y = 1 5  and x + 2y = 40, a * as shown. The optimal solution occurs at  the comer 
Â where P = $95. Thus the maximum possible profit i s  . 

P = $95 at x = 10, y = 15, i.e., when the machine pro- 0 

duces 10 of A and 15 of B each day. 
* Note: This simple graph method i s  too cismber~vrne for more e 

than 2 variables. Modem computers use numerical techniques * 
, to handle many more variables - a technique called Linear 
, Programming. 
e e e e ~ e e e e * ~ ~ e ~ ~ o e e e ~ a e e e ~ e ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e  

Selecting a career can be puzzling, too. Here's how Sherman 
Francisco found the solution to his career problem-at IBM: 

"Airborne computers present a special challenge to an engineer, 
because systems must be planned and designed with flight in mind. 
Through simulation studies, we test computer systems right in our 
own labs-simulating both the dynamics of the aircraft and the 
environmental conditions encountered. My biggest thrill? To see 
my first simulated bombing mission, achieved after a year and a 
half of planning and designing!'' 

SSs Ã‡ H; Ã 

There are many excellent opportunities for well-qualified engi- 
neers, physicists and mathematicians in IBM Research, Develop- 
ment and Manufacturing Engineering. hy not ask \ow College 
Placement Director when IBM wi l l  next intervies on your cam- 
pus? Or, for information about how your degree will fit you for 
an IBM career, 

IBM Corp., Dept. 853 
wRtT' To' 590 Madison Avetwe 

New York 22, N. Y. 



of the Nuclear Design Section, Mr. Graves works with Dr. Wilfried Bergrnann (Vienna, PhD '51 1, on right, and other young scientists who operate the facility. 

aves directs nuclear design 
r Westinghouse reactors 

After completing the Westinghouse Student Training 
Course in 1951, Harvey Graves attended the West- 
inghouse Advanced Design Course* and was sent by 
Westinghouse to the Oak Ridge School of Reactor 
Technology for one year. Back a t  Westinghouse again 
in 1953, Engineer Graves did advanced work on nuclear 
reactor development. 

In  1955, he was promoted to supervisory engineer 
on the Belgian reactor project. In 1956, he was again 
promoted to Manager, Westinghouse Nuclear Design 
Section. Today, Mr. Graves' 24-man section is develop- 
ing and designing the nuclear portion of commercial 
reactors for the Yankee Atomic Electric Company and 
the Center d'Etude de 1'Energie Nucleaire in Belgium. 
*Fully accredited graduate school 
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Progress? Certainly. And if you have ability and 
ambition, you'll find Westinghouse offers equal engi- 
neering opportunities in automation, jet age metals, 
radar, semiconductors, electronics, large power equip- 
ment, guided missile controls and dozens of other 
fascinating fields. 

For more information on professional opportuni- 
ties at Westinghouse, write to Mr. J. H. Savage, West- 
inghouse Electric Corporation, 3 Gateway Center 
Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Westinghouse 
FIRST IN ATOMIC POWER 



urn brella'd stadia 
While it isn't always true, an interesting approach 

often results in a good design, as in these twin all- 
weather stadia designed by Harry Barone and Arnold 
Horn, Pratt architecture students. Each bowl would 
be umbrella'd by its own tentlike roof of translucent 
plastic, hung from the center of soaring arches. Ac- 
cordion-pleated, these roofs are planned to fold to- 
gether out of the way in fair weather, their lower 
edges riding along the rims of the bowls. Cables that 
guy the arches form a decorative pattern tying the 
two stadia together. The big football-baseball bowl 
would hold 65,000 spectators; the smaller, 20,000. 

No matter which of today's bright ideas become 
tomorrow's reality, it will be as important then as 
i t  is now to use the best of tools when pencil and 
paper translate a dream into a project. And then, as 
now, there will be  no finer tool than Mars-from 
sketch to working drawing. 

Mars has long been the standard of professionals. 
T o  the famous line of Mars-Technico push-button 
holders and leads, Mars-Luxnograph pencils, and 

quarell painting pencils, have recently 
been added these new products: the Mars Pocket- 
I'echnico for field use; the efficient Mars lead sharp- 
ener and "Draftsman's" Pencil Sharpener with the 
adjustable point-length feature; and-last but not 
least-the Mars-Lumochrom, the new colored draft- 
ing pencil which offers revolutionary drafting advan- 
tages. The  fact that it blueprints esfectly is just one 
of i ts  many important features. 

The 2886 Mars-lumograph drawing pencil, 19 
degrees. EXEXB to 9H The 1001 Mars-Technico 
push-button lead holder 1904 Mars-lurnoqraph 

ochrom colored drafting pencil, 24 colors. 

with minimal help from the Y.S. 
Government. inaugurated interplane- 
tary travel, I am encouraged to tell 
you of a similar achievement of minc 
which if generally adopted would 
completely change the nature of war- 
fare. 

The device is brilliantly simple. It 
consists of a metal or plastic tube 
30 cm. long. Its radius is determined 
by that of the missile to be projected 
through it. After exhausting the pos- 
sibilities I have found that the most 
satisfactory ones are the dried seeds 
of the plant P. sativum. These do 
not have uniform radii. but the fre- 
quency of distribution is such that 
a tube 7 mm. in diameter will accom- 
rnodate 93.8 percent o f  them. 

To use the weapon the operator 
places between 20 and 25 of the 
missiles in his mouth. distributing 
them equally between both cheeks. 
Of course. if he use-; an odd number 
of missile9 the rlistribution must be 
only approximately equal, Then he 
puts one end of the tube between his 
lip's. With a flick of l i i q  tongue he 
transfers one of the missiles from 
either cheek to the opening of the 
tube. After taking i n  a breath of 2 
liters around. not through. the tube. 
he abruptlv -el'- the breath through 
the t ~ ~ b e .  4 rate of flow of 75 litera 
prr  sec. i s  optimal. The m i ~ i l c  i-^ 
ejected fioin the hibe on a twiecton 
~ h i ~ h  ran readili be calculated. 

%I far f haic heeti unable to p n -  
~ ; l i ! ~  t t ~  -^nr~i-d IOTCI-; to -nh<titutt 
in! nrapori for wore eomentiorial 
one*, and I attribute t h b  to t h ~  id- 
ousv which tho-;e like Professor 
ZM ickt and me ao easily arouse in 
lesser minds. Perhaps if Profpsqor 
7wic-k\ would use his influence, my 
weapon might be tried. 1 % o d d  be 
h a p p ~  to derriori~trate i t  to Profes- 
sor Zwicky i f  he would j w t  stand 



u 

in fields of Engineering, Mathematics and Science applicable to missile 
. . 



I t  remained for Nicholas Lobachevsky to solve a riddle that bothered mathe- 
maticians for the better part of twenty-two centuries.* He was able to construct 
a rational geometry by denying Euclid's fifth postulate-by maintaining that 
parallels do meet. 

Here at Sylvania Electric we have a noneuclidean geometry of our own, in 
which parallels also meet. It's a geometry of professional development, though, 
and not just of points, lines, and planes. 

WHAT WE MEAN? 

THIS: At Sylvania a man advances by one of two parallel paths. 

If his interests and talents lie in the areas of engineering and scientific 
specialization, he advances as a specialist. 

If his forte is in the areas of organization and administration, he advances 
through management. 

These parallel paths meet in a common point: At Sylvania a man knows that 
he is given the fullest opportunity to develop and exercise his talents. He knows 
that a man goes as far and as fast as he is able in the path of his choice. Whether he 
chooses management or specialization, he finds equal rewards and compensation. 

Graduates and men with advanced dccrces in science and engineering itill discover 
Research, Development, Manufacturing and Marketing careers at Sylvania-in 
specialization or management - in: 

RADIO, TV, HI-FI, ELEC SEMICONDUCTORS, 

CATIONS & NAVIGATION S, AIRBORNE DEFENS 

MISSILES, COMPUTERS, CHEMICALS, PHOSPHORS, PLASTICS, METALS & WIRE* 

Contact your college placement officer for an interview, or write us and ask for a 
copy of "Today & Tomorrow with Sylvania". 

@WB MEAN NO DISCREDIT TO BOLYA1 

OR GAUSS. LOBACHEVSKY MUSTTAKE 

CHRONOLOGICAL PRIORITY. HOWEVER. 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 





Because e a g h e q  i s  a profession f at 
your ace 

You've picked your profession-engineering. 

You plan to practice with the company of your choice. 

But will the company you join recognize you as a pro- 
fessional man? Will it give you professional responsibili- 
ties? Will you be given challenging assignments? 

If you pick General Motors - and General Motors picks 
you for one  of the many different kinds of engineering work 
involved in producing our hundreds of different products- 
we have reason to think you will. 

For to us, engineering is a profession. 

Not only at our General Motors Technical Center-but in 
every one of our 35 divisions and 126 plants in 71 citips 
and 19 slates-it is recognized as such. 

This professional recognition i s  shown in minor ways - 
like putting you on an annual salary, not an hourly rate. 
And-like giving you vacations with pay. 

It is shown in major ways. too. 

It is shown in the fabulous GM Technical Center near 
Detroit, dedicated to the advancement of engineering and 
science, equipped with every conceivable research facility. 
Shown in the encouragement given you in pursuing 

10 

accorded added attention 
advanced degrees. Shown by tlie fact tliat so many key men 
throughout General Motors are engineers. 

How far can an engineer go in General Motors? There is 
no limit-literally. For example. 14 out of 33 Vice-presidents 
are engineers, 23 of 4.2 Division General Managers are 
engineers. These men were in your shoes not so many 
years ago. 

Today. General Motors is looking for p i n g  engineers who 
may fill these executive positions in the 'years to come. If 
you're tlie kind of man we're looking for-the kind of man 
who wishes to practice his engineering profession-let us 
hear from you. It could he the most important letter of 
your life. 

Ã Ã Ã 

positions now available in these fields: 

MECHANIC4I. ENGINEERING . RLECTR1CA.L EWINEERING 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING - METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

AERONAUTIC4.L ENGINEERING CHEMIC %L ENGINEERING 

CERAMIC ENGINEERING . MATHEM VTICS * INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

PHYSICS a CHEMISTRY 

Perqonnel Staff. Detroit 2. Michigan 



NUMBER TWO IN A SERIES 
ON MARQUARDT MANAGEMENT 

Marquardt Means Opportunity 
Every day, young engineers are finding opportunity a t  Mar- 
quardt-and for good reason! Marquardt grew and still grows 
on a foundation of engineering skill-guided by an engineer- 
management with an engineer-philosophy. Engineers are key 
men a t  Marquardt. And because engineers are key men, their 
work and accomplishments are readily recognized and rewarded. 

If you are an engineer, physicist, or mathematician with 
ability to meet and conquer supersonic and hypersonic propul- 
sion and controls projects, you'll want to investigate the oppor- 
tunities a t  Marquardt, the leader in ramjets-"Powerplant of 
the Future". 

Meet the Marquardt representatives when they visit your 
campus. See your placement director for further information 
and exact dates, or write to Dock Black, Professional Personnel, 
Marquardt Aircraft, 16555 Saticoy Street, Van Nuys, Calif. 

Don Walter, B. S. M. S., achieved 
an outstanding academic record at 
Cal Tech, Class of '40, while earn- 
ing seven varsity letters. Today as 
Vice President in charge of Engi- 
neering and Van Nuys Operations, 
Don utilizes his technical and 
teamwork background to lead Mw- 
quardt's engineering and develop- 
ment manufacturing. 

Van Nuys, ~alifornia"-Ã‘ 
Ogden, Utah 

FIRST IN RAMJETS 

February, 1958 



Henri Bergson.. . on making gods 

Humanity is groaning, half-crushed under the whether they want merely to live, or to make the 

weight of the progress it has made. Men do not further effort necessary to fulfill, even on our 

sufficiently realize that their future depends on unmanageable planet, the essential function of 

themselves. They must first decide whether they the universe, which is a machine for making gods. 

wish to continue to live. They must then ask Les deux sources de la rnorde et de la religion. 1932 

T H E  R A N D  C O R P O R A T I O N ,  S A N T A  M O N I C A ,  C A L I F O R N I A  
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 

12 Engineering \and \Science 
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The Challenge of Sputnik 

On October 4, 1957, the Russians announced that they 
had successfully launched an earth satellite; that a 180- 
pound object was circling above the earth at  an average 
height of 300 miles or so. A month later Sputnik number 
two was in an orbit. 

The reaction of the people of the world to these events 
was fabulous. To those scientists who had come to take 
it for granted that earth satellites would someday be 
launched-by both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.-the fact 
that the Russians launched the first one came as a great 
surprise. However, it occasioned no more shock to them 
than having your home team lose a football game. The 
Russians put one over on us-fairly and squarely. O.K. 
-we will win the next round! 

But to those who had not previously thought much 
about earth satellites the reaction was about as violent 
as though Russia had landed an atomic bomb on New 
York. To some it was more like the landing of a flying 
saucer from Mars. Astonishment, disbelief, hysteria, 
anger, recrimination, disillusionment, fear, and a hun- 
dred other emotional responses soon became evident. And 
then followed an unbelievable torrent of outraged de- 
nunciation and outrageous-proposals for revenge on the 
Russians, for punishment of the guilty Americans. 

In Europe and Asia there was confusion too, for a 
great idol had toppled from its pedestal; the carefully 
nurtured proposition that America was always first in all 
things technical suddenly collapsed. Europeans waited in 
vain for a word of explanation, of reassurance. But all 
they heard from America was the confusion of many 
voices-some of which declaimed that the end of the free 
world was now in sight, that Soviet superiority in all 
things technical, military, and even educational, was now 

proved; America, it was said, had lost the race for sur- 
vival. Equally confused were those who treated with con- - .  

tempt or disdain one of the great events of man's history, 
who dismissed it as a mere bauble. 

The Russians have capitalized on this situation by 
deriding our weakness and confusion, by bragging about 
their great triumph. They have announced that they 
intend to send rockets to the moon, that more animal 
experiments will be carried out, and that someday a 
manned rocket will be launched. An example of our 
hysteria was the headlining of a ridiculous rumor that a 
man had been hurled 186 miles into space in a rocket. 

Now, of course, some people have been talking about 
space travel in this country for years-but they were 
dismissed as starry-eyed visionaries, or just plain nuts 
(as, indeed, some of them were). But when the Russian 
Government takes space travel seriously, Americans sit 
up and take notice. And now our disregarded astronauts 
are getting the headlines. Suddenly travel in space has 
become a subject of everyday conversation. People seri- 
ously expect, and some seem even to hope, that their 
children may someday live on the moon or on Mars. 

Then on December 5 the American Vanguard launch- 
ing failed-and hysteria broke loose again. I never ex- 
pected to live to see the day when a leaky fuel pipe would 
be regarded as an international tragedy. Every engineer 
knows that accidents of this sort must always be expected 
in a new venture. Technological advances are not easy. 
In the early days of aviation, men found the conquest of 
the air to be a tough business-and scores of hardy pio- 
neers sacrificed their equipment and even their lives to 
the task of making airplanes more reliable. Modern space 
rocketry has not claimed any lives yet-but it will. Large 
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Sputn ik ,  in itself,  is hardly a military weapon - 

rockets are enormously complex devices, and no amount 
of human ingenuity will ever make them infallible. I am 
sure the Russians have had accidents. The Germans cer- 
tainly had many. We have had some and will have more. 
But we will have successes too. A leaky fuel line or a 
defective turbine blade can hardly be taken as  signs that 
the whole of our science and technology has suddenly 
collapsed. 

In any case, we find ourselves in a time of great and 
astonishing events-and hence, inevitably, in a time of 
great confusion. Many terrible questions must be asked. 
Are we really in great and imminent military danger? 
Has Russia assumed technological leadership of the 
world? Have they proved that a dictatorship is superior 
to a democracy? Must we then adopt their methods to 
survive? Is our educational system obsolete? Are we 
hopelessly outclassed, outstripped, disgraced? 

These and many other questions that Sputnik has 
raised have no easy answers. There are too many quan- 
tities still unknown. And, even where some things are 
clear, the question of what we should do about them is 
often unclear. 

The best we can do at the present stage is to bring 
together the facts and separate the true from the false, 
the known from the unknown, and the certain from the 
uncertain. And then we must order our questions. We 
must recognize that some questions, such as the one, 
"Are the Russians ahead of us?", have no meaning. 
Ahead of us in what? As of what date? Does being ahead - 

mean they can annihilate us? Other questions are un- 
answerable because we cannot possibly have the informa- 
tion-such as, "Do the Russians intend to attack us with 
ballistic missiles?" No one can read their minds. But 
some questions are real and do have answers. We should 
identify those questions, then seek their answers and try 
to comprehend their meaning. 

Face the facts 
First, however, let us look at a few facts. The Russians 

have launched the first two satellites. There is no doubt 
of that. And it is a great achievement. To launch an 
object into an orbit above the earth, the object must first 
be lifted well above the earth's atmosphere-say, 200 
miles or so-then at that height it must be guided to a 
horizontal path, parallel to the earth's surface, aimed in 
the proper geographic direction, and brought up to a 
predetermined high speed. If an object is made to travel 
horizontally at 200 miles above the earth at a speed of 
about 18,000 miles per hour, it will circle the earth 
indefinitely, because the tendency of gravity to bring it 
down is exactly balanced by the centrifugal force tend- 
ing to make it fly away from the earth entirely. A stable 

orbit is then followed. It may be a circular orbit or, more 
likely, if the speed is a bit too high or too low, an ellipti- 
cal orbit getting farther from the earth at one side of its 
trajectory. 

Some people ask: What keeps it going? What keeps it 
up there? In reply, let us ask what keeps the moon going 
around the earth? What keeps the earth going around 
the sun? The answer is simple. Nothing! Once an object 
has been started in motion, it tends to keep going forever 
-unless something tends to stop it. This great principle 
was discovered by Galileo in the 17th century, and was 
enunciated more precisely by Newton 50 years or so 
later. Every student of high school physics knows New- 
ton's first law of motion (or does he? ) .  Here on earth, 
of course, friction is always present to make things stop 
moving-so most people don't really believe that New- 
ton's first law has any practical importance. But high 
above the atmosphere there is little or no friction, so 
the satellites keep on going. The Sputnik I rocket case 
lasted about eight weeks, the satellite itself about 12 
weeks. The moon, 240,000 miles away, has been rotating 
in its orbit for at least four-and-a-half billion years! 

Elementary physics 
So, the questions which puzzle so many about satel- 

lite motions are answered by the most elementary prin- 
ciples of physics. And the widespread lack of understand- 
ing is sad proof of how few people have learned those 
simple principles. 

There has been some discussion of how to bring down 
a satellite once it is up there. One congressman sug- 
gested we shoot them down! Other people asked how the 
little dog in Sputnik I1 was to be "let down." Again, some 
elementary physics must be recalled. 

As I have said, once a satellite is in orbit it will stay 
there until something changes its motion. Friction will - - 

bring it down-very gradually at high elevations and 
very much faster as it comes into the atmosphere. But 
it is not easy to slow down a satellite suddenly so that 
gravity will pull it in at once. Shooting a bullet into it 
would damage the radio transmitter, but would not stop 
the motion. If you could make it collide head-on with an- 
other satellite going in the opposite direction, that would 
do it. But to achieve such a collision would be quite a 
trick. And, of course, a collision of two objects, each 
going 18,000 miles per hour, wouldn't have done the 
little doggie much good! That doggie was doomed from 
the beginning, and anyone who thought it could get back 
alive did not remember his physics. 

What about a parachute? Since there is  no air up 
there, there is nothing for the parachute to hang on to. 
Even if the little dog could jump out of the satellite with 
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Why, then, does i t  give us such grave concern? 

his oxygen supply on, he would simply keep on sailing 
around the earth; he would be another satellite. There is 
just nothing there to slow him down enough so that 
gravity can overcome centrifugal force. 

If a satellite could be equipped with an extra rocket 
motor and plenty of fuel so that the rocket blast could 
be fired in a direction to slow it down-that, of course, 
would do the trick. It takes a rocket to speed the thing 
up; it takes a rocket to slow it down. A rocket blast is 
about the only propulsion scheme we know which will 
work in a vacuum, above the earth's atmosphere. Maybe 
someday we will have satellites large enough to carry 
the slowing-down rocket, together with its fuel and the 
necessary equipment to fire it at the desired time. 

Returning satellites 
As a falling missile or satellite comes into the atmos- 

phere, a new problem arises. Because of the enormous 
speed, the friction of the air will generate a great deal of 
heat. This is the "re-entry" problem. As President Eisen- 
hower said in his first TV science talk, this re-entry prob- 
lem has been solved for a military bomb-i.e., for an 
object that can stand some heat and that can hit the 
ground at high speed, or an object that is intended to 
explode before striking. But we do not yet know how to 
bring a dog to earth gently enough, and cool enough, so 
that it will survive. All the energy of the many tons of 
fuel required to lift the rocket originally will now appear 
as heat on the way down. And thus a returning satellite 
will usually have the same fate as a meteor; it will prab- 
ably be burned up-and what is left will strike the 
ground with a terrific impact. 

This raises the question of whether, if you launched a 
satellite with a bomb in it, you could then drop the bomb 
to hit any place on earth as the satellite passes over it. 
The answer, of course, is no. If a bomb were simply 
ejected from the satellite-say, by a spring or a small 
charge of gunpowder-it, too, would become another 
satellite. For the bomb to drop. it would have to be 
propelled backward by a huge rocket charge to reduce its 
kinetic energy. And, even then, it would spiral toward 
the earth in a curious path, and the accuracy of a hit 
would hardly be great. 

Sputnik in itself, then, is hardly a military weapon! 
Why, then, does Sputnik give us such grave concern? 

The main reason, of course, is that a rocket and guid- 
ance system good enough to put a IDOO-pound satellite 
into an orbit is certainly good enough to shoot a 1500- 
pound hydrogen bomb from Russia to the United States. 
The guidance accuracy might be only 50 miles. Such 
accuracy is not good enough to destroy an airbase, but 
a hit any place within 50 miles of New York or Los 

Angeles would be pretty bad. And the accuracy will 
eventually be improved. 

So the Russians are clearly very good rocket engineers. 
This is the main thing that Sputnik proves. They have 
put great effort on large rockets, and they were willing 
to use some of their military rockets for scientific experi- 
ments of great propaganda value. That is something we 
were not willing to do. 

Granted they are good rocket engineers, what kind of 
military rockets do they have? Are they any better than 
ours? Are they in production, or still in the experimental 
stage? Will they have 100 next year, or in 5 years? In 
any case, how big a threat to us is one rocket? l o ?  loo? 

These, of course, are all unanswerable questions-and 
hence they are the ones that everyone speculates about. 
Unfortunately, the Russians have not told us precisely 
just what type of military rockets they have, when they 
will have them, or how many there will be. They have 
made a few proud boasts, but only the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency knows how accurate those boasts are. 
And CIA is not telling what it knows. 

By the same token, in spite of all the press releases, the 
U.S. Defense Department has not told the full story of 
our rocket technology either. The President did say that 
we have over 30 types of guided missiles in development, 
and many of them in production. Sputnik alone does not 
reveal the full military strength of either country. It has 
revealed simply that the Russians are better rocket engi- 
neers than most of us thought. Hence, they may have now, 
and certainly will have someday, enough military rockets 
to be a serious threat to us. 

U.S. missiles 
But of one more thing we can be sure: The United 

States has not been asleep in the guided missile field 
either. Our Nike anti-aircraft missiles, for example, are 
certainly a powerful protection against the Soviet 
bomber. Many scientists feel that there have been too 
many missiles developed in this country. It might have 
been better to concentrate on a smaller number and not 
have tried to make them all so perfect. But it is a typical 
American habit-if there are several ways of doing a 
thing, we will try them all! And we will push each one 
to a high state of perfection. We certainly have acquired 
a very large and diversified missile technology in the past 
10 years. And if we wish now to concentrate a large 
effort on one or two major projects, we could certainly 
get them into production fast. In fact, Caltech's Jet Pro- 
pulsion Laboratory, using existing Army equipment, 
launched the first U.S. satellite, the Explorer, less than 
12 weeks after the project was authorized. 

The notion that Russian rockets could suddenly, to- 
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Has Russia now, 

before all the world, 

challenged u s  

to a n  intellectual contest 

which we 

are not prepared to win? 

night, destroy all American bomber bases all over the 
world and render us immediately defenseless is absurd. 
Such a feat would require the accurate and simultaneous 
striking of hundreds of long-range missiles-all making 
effective hits. To run the risk of not hitting even a few 
bases would be dangerous, for even a few H-bombs that 
we could launch can do tremendous damage. Thus our 
bomber force will be a serious threat to Russia for  a 
long time to come. 

But that fact should not give cause for complacency- 
and I know of no informed person who is complacent. 
As Dr. Killian, the President's new special assistant, has 
said, "We need a sense of urgency without despair." 

What, then, should we do now? What must we do 
later? 

The first demand which the Sputnik situation puts on 
us, of course, is to examine our military situation. 
Though the wild statements that the Russians have sud- 
denly zoomed into a position of military supremacy are 
wrong, it is certain that there are grave dangers. Clearly, 
everyone now realizes that we need to accelerate our 
efforts to counter that Russian threat. 

At the same time, it is clear that our military strength 
is only one aspect of our national strength. Military 
technology is one branch of technology; i t  can be no 
stronger than the main structure of technology itself. 
Rockets and radar and atomic weapons are not invented 
by generals and admirals; they are invented by civilian 
scientists and engineers working in laboratories-often in 
laboratories where the Government is paying the bills. 
These civilians draw on all available knowledge in the 
world of science and engineering to develop weapons and 
techniques which the military services require. For a 
nation to be successful in military technology, it must 
have two things : 

1. Enough well-trained scientists and engineers to 
man the military-sponsored laboratories; and 

2. An active nonmilitary science and technology to 
supply the new knowledge, and materials and new de- 
vices which military technology will require. 

The shock to America is that Russia has so quickly 
attained these two goals. Russia, we now realize more 
clearly than before, is rapidly attaining a position of 
great technological strength. Russia is no longer the na- 
tion of illiterate peasants that many of us had supposed. 

How did they get this way? How did we let the Rus- 
sians get ahead of us in the satellite game? Paradoxi- 
cally, it was not the shortage of engineers in this coun- 
try that was responsible. It was, if anything, a shortage 
of psychologists! Actually, the possibility of launching 
a satellite had been under discussion in the United States 
for a long time. And the Russians had, long ago, also 
announced that they would launch o n e d a t e  unspeci- 
fied. Most people in this country regarded the satellite 
launching as an interesting scientific project, but it was 
repeatedly emphasized that it must not interfere with any 
military project. Hence, it could use no military hard- 
ware. So it was not pushed or given any priority. If 
someone could have visualized the tremendous psycho- 
logical impact the first satellite would have on world 
opinion, and if they could have persuaded the Govern- 
ment of its propaganda importance, the project could 
easily have been accelerated. But not even the congress- 
men who are now shouting for blood ever told the 
National Science Foundation that the satellite project 
should be given top priority. Almost no Americans 
thought there was any rush. In the meantime, the Rus- 
sians kept their plans secret until, suddenly, the job 
was done. 

The first s t ep  

Our first lesson is that we must bring to the top levels 
of our Government better information and judgment 
about the potentialities of new scientific and engineering 
achievements, and their possible psychological effects on 
world opinion and their effects on the U.S. position of 
leadership. The appointment of Dr. J. R. Killian is a 
good step in the right direction-but he will need the 
help of many scientists, engineers, psychologists and 
experts in many areas of world opinion to do the full job. 

Our next task is to realize the enormous advances 
Russia has made in science and technology in recent 
years. 

Now that Sputnik has made us look at Russia more 
closely, we see very plainly-what we could have easily 
seen long ago-that for 30 years Russia has been sys- 
tematically building an educational system that would 
give rigid technical training to a large number of sci- 
entists and engineers, who, under the communist system, 
would then be available to serve the needs of .the state. 

Soviet leaders foresaw, or soon learned, that you could 
not force people to be good scientists. There must be 
powerful incentives for every young person to develop 
any scientific talents he may have. So  the Soviets turned 
to capitalistic methods and developed an elaborate sys- 
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tern of financial incentives to encourage scientific train- 
ing. Young men and women are paid to go to college- 
if they qualify. They are paid even more to go to gradu- 
ate school-if they qualify. They are paid still more 
when they go into active scientific or engineering work 
-again if they pass rigid qualifying tests. Finally, the 
successful scientist or engineer is  paid a very high salary, 
gets a car, a home in the country and extra food rations. 
And he is showered with medals to recognize his achieve- 
ments. It's all very simple capitalism-large rewards to 
the able and the ambitious. And in this country we have 
been doing just the opposite-seeing to it that scientists, 
engineers and teachers do not earn too much ! 

The net result is that the U.S.S.R. has attained a posi- 
tion of great technological strength, and by concentrat- 
ing large resources of men and money on military tech- 
nology-nuclear bombs, submarines, aircraft and mis- 
siles-she has attained a position of great military 
strength, too. 

No longer is it t r u e i f  it ever was-that automat- 
ically and inevitably and forever is the U.S. technically 
superior to the U.S.S.R. in the military field. Whatever 
the exact balance may be today, the Russians are cer- 
tainly moving ahead very fast. 

This is a sobering thought and requires sober atten- 
tion. For this fact profoundly affects our foreign policy, 
our military posture, the nature of our defense effort 
and the distribution of our resources. 

And if Russia can achieve these results in the military 
field, can she not attain similar goals in industry, in 
agriculture, in public health? Can she not, in short, 
attain in time a standard of living for her people com- 
parable to ours? Can she not thus challenge throughout 
the world the superiority of a democratic system of gov- 
ernment in providing for  the welfare of its people? 

That is the real challenge of Sputnik. I t  is not a ques- 
tion of how good Russia's rockets are, compared to ours. 
We can have good ones too. The question is whether 
Russia has now, before all the world, challenged us to 
an intellectual contest which we are not prepared to win. 
Can the communist system develop and use the brains 
of its people to a better advantage than our system? 

Our  intellectual resources 
The challenge of Sputnik is that we must now take 

stock of our intellectual resources and how we are us- 
ing them. 

Arnold Toynbee, the historian, has advanced the 
proposition that the survival of nations and of civiliza- 
tions depends on how they meet the challenges which they 
face. Blindness o r  complacency in the face of danger 
leads to collapse from without. Hysteria may lead to 
collapse from within. But foresight, courage and de- 
termination may conquer and challenge. 

Can we, as a nation, bring these qualities to bear on 
the challenge we face? 

Even though the challenge may not be in the form of 
an immediate military danger, it is clear that a rival 
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power is surging ahead so rapidly on so many fronts 
that we must begin now to accelerate our pace. 

How do we start? First, we must remember that back 
of any great new military, industrial, or technological 
achievement, back of any nation's material strength, lie 
the minds of many people. The most important resources 
of any nation are its intellectual resources. New develop- 
ments come from new ideas. New ideas develop in the 
minds of men. Any single new idea, in fact, develops 
in the mind of a single man; the pooled ideas of many 
men constitute a nation's intellectual resources. 

Our first task, then, is to strengthen our intellectual 
resources. The one great overpowering question which 
we need to ask is whether we are now developing and 
utilizing to the maximum extent, consistent with demo- 
cratic principles, the full intellectual and spiritual 
strength of our people. If we are--we need have no  fear. 
If we are not-we are risking grave danger. 

Is America fully utilizing its intellectual resources? 
The answer is no. 

Not one of us can honestly say that he is using his 
own intellectual resources fully. From the time we are 
children, until we die, most of us use only a fraction of 
the mental powers we have. We do not drive ourselves to 
use them; we do not encourage our children or friends 
and neighbors to use theirs. Oh, yes, we want our chil- 
dren to do well in school-but not too well! Johnny 
mustn't be different! And he mustn't be frustrated! 

Instead of incentives 
Instead of offering every possible incentive to intel- 

lectual achievement at all levels, in all fields, by all 
people, from the cradle to the grave, we offer-what? 
Tolerant amusement? Indifference? Or antagonism? 
("Don't be an egghead!") 

That is the challenge America faces now, today-that 
all of us (citizens, taxpayers, parents, teachers, workers) 
shall be aware of the importance of intellectual achieve- 
ment. This challenge existed long ago, of course. But 
now a great question mark has been projected high in  
the sky for all the world to see. Are American intellectual 
resources going to be brought to life in a great surge 
of dynamic enthusiasm? Or is another more monolithic 
type of society going to he able to drive its people to a 
pace we cannot match? 

I think many of our people have now become aware 
of the importance of raising the intellectual level of our 
attainments. They now seek guidance: Where shall we 
start? What shall we do? Unfortunately, there is no  
single move, or even any small group of moves, which 
will solve this problem. 

The intellectual resources of our people are developed 
and nourished in many places-in our homes, our 
churches, our schools; in the universities, in libraries 
and museums; in industrial and government labora- 
tories; in newspaper and magazine editorial rooms, and 
(we hope) in radio and TV broadcasting rooms. 

In all of these places, higher intellectual standards 



must be encouraged and achieved. Better teachers' sal- 
aries alone are not enough, but they are necessary. More 
classrooms and laboratories in schools and colleges are 
not enough, but they too are necessary. We need to insist 
that every course our children take in school has a good 
solid intellectual content and that Johnny and Mary are 
held to the highest standards of which they are capable, 
even if they get frustrated once in a while. To say that 
all our schools have been destroyed by the philosophy 
of John Dewey is unfair to many schools and is  too 
flattering to Mr. Dewey. But it is equally wrong to say 
there is no room for improvement. Our task is not to 
return to the 19th century little red schoolhouse, but to 
find a new and vigorous educational climate which will 
fit our children of today to meet the problems of the 
21st century-which most of them, and not many of us, 
will live to see. 

To meet the challenges of the year 2000 A.D., our 
nation will need to attain an enormous new surge of 
intellectual vigor. 

How can we hope to achieve this when those engaged 
in intellectual pursuits find themselves at the bottom 
rung of the economic ladder? I do not claim it is wrong 
that a movie actress should earn 100 times as much as 
a professor because her bust and waist measurements 
have the correct ratio. But I do worry about the future 
of a society where the best brains are held in low esteem. 
I know that, to a teacher, other things are more impor- 
tant than salary. But, just to prove to our young people 
that a life of intellectual endeavor is important to our 
nation, let's increase our teachers' salaries-at least 
a little. 

A little emphasis 

Then, too, how can we have a vigorous intellectual 
climate when so few high school students get any ade- 
quate exposure to mathematics and science? Yes, I know 
people will insist that we must not have overemphasis on 
science. And I agree. But, before we complain about 
overemphasis, let's have a little emphasis. The fact is 
that science and mathematics, in many schools through- 
out the country, have been all but ostracized as legiti- 
mate subjects of study. They are too hard, or too tech- 
nical, or "too remote from life." Bad counseling, bad 
administration, and bad teaching have all helped in this 
decline-and I think now is a good time to reverse the 
trend. It's time to give every youngster a chance to test 
his mettle on some good tough subjects-mathematics, 
language. economics, science-so he can find out where 
his talents lie and choose his future interests accordingly. 

Today we are confronted with the political issue of 
what role the Federal Government should play in rejuv- 
enating the vigor of our educational system. There are 
those who believe in no federal activity at all; others 
believe in very large federal subventions. Actually, I 
believe the recently proposed administration program is 
about right. It is large enough to underline the federal 
interest in education; it is small enough to avoid federal 

control. It will, by no means, solve all problems, but i t  
will stimulate states and local communities to get busy 
on a few. It emphasizes the importance of the student and 
the teacher and seeks to help both. 

The Federal Government can take leadership in other 
aspects of an intellectual reawakening. It can encourage 
improved higher education-and graduate study; it can 
stimulate and support research and scholarship in many 
fields; it can make more efficient and effective use of 
manpower in its own activities. 

But, in America it is the people themselves-not the 
Government-that determine their future. They set the 
intellectual standards; they create the intellectual cli- 
mate; they determine relative values of intellectual and 
nonintellectual pursuits; they support the educational 
system; they are responsible for their own children; they 
pay the bills. They will determine whether or not America 
responds adequately to the challenge we face. I hope the 
American people will now get busy! 

A triple responsibility 

Finally, I should like to suggest that the universities 
of America must play a critical role in responding to 
this challenge. They have, in fact, a triple responsibilty. 

They have a responsibility. first, to assist the Govern- 
ment in immediate technological problems. They carry 
on research and development in many fields related to 
national defense and national welfare. 

Second, they have a responsibility in seeking new 
knowledge. It is the new scientific understanding gained 
today which is the foundation of our strength of tomor- 
row. The nation's relatively few centers of basic research 
in the country are precious assets indeed. It is essential 
that they be kept strong and made ever stronger. The 
universities are dedicated to the task of maintaining 
centers where the best minds in the country can effec- 
tively attack the deepest and most profound problems in 
every scholarly field. 

Finally, the universities have a responsibility in edu- 
cating men-men who will be leaders in pure and ap- 
plied science, in education, in business, in politics. The 
research men, the university teachers, the leaders in in- 
dustrial technology must be men of high ability, superb- 
ly trained. If it is an intellectual challenge that this na- 
tion faces, our success in meeting it will be determined 
by our success in producing great intellectual leaders. 

A former officer of a Rockefeller Foundation Board 
used to say that the most important task in American 
higher education was to "make the peaks higher." Where 
high quality is found-make it still higher. Where strong 
leadership is developing-make it still stronger. Where 
outstanding men are found, help them work to the full 
limit of their talents. As the grandeur of a mountain 
range is determined by the height of its highest peaks, 
so we must give most devoted attention to those institu- 
tions at the pinnacles of scientific and educational 
achievement. 

Every citizen in the nation can join in @is endeavor. 
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Suddenly and without am real warning. IGII Huse 
died on Friday. January 31. As someone has- said. only 
the good die that Nay. 

William Woodman Huse. professor of English litera- 
ture at the California Institute of Technology since 1947, 
and a member of the English department since 1929. 
was horn in Rockford. Illinois. on May 25; 1898. Until 
he settled at Caltech he was somewhat of an academic 
wanderer. He started his college education in Chicago. 
received his AB from Stanford, his MA from Princeton. 
He taught at Washington University in St. Louis, Prince- 
ton University and the University of Kansas. He pub- 
lished the usual professorial article;;, a text book and 
several witty short stories. But it is  not for  these things 
that Bill will be remembered by his many. many friends 
all over the United States. 

First. perhaps. they will remember his sense of humor. 
It was intricate. subtle, learned and sharp. The little 
jingles. quips and epigrams he tossed off apparently 
without effort were the delight of many an Athenaeum 
luncheon, many a faculty party. and many a classroom 
hour. 

Second, perhaps. they will remember him for his gen- 
tleness and kindness. his ability to give himself lo others. 
The uiiconiplaining patience with which he did small 
tasks for his sick or elderly friends. which they were .. 
unable to do for thems-ellea. was almost "sair1t1j. da one 
of hip friend? once said. though no one would hale  

deplored that term more than Bill, for it must be ad- 
mitted that like Chaucer';; Doctor "His studie was but 
litel on the Bible."' 

Third. perhaps. they will remember him for his wide 
variety of interests that made him a friend of so many 
different kinds of people. There was his scholarly 
interest in early California history. Pepys. in Fielding 
-with whom he had much in common. both in his sense 
of humor and his attitude toward life. He liked to 
garden. carve in wood. to play games and swim. He 
liked parties, formal and informal. expected and unex- 
pected. and the good food and drink that go with them. 
He liked to travel. enjoying equally the luxury hotel o r  
a sleeping bag in the mountains or on a Mexican beach. 
He liked the theater and his taste was catholic, everything 
from Hamlet to  the clowning of I!. C. fields. He read 
enormously, novels. plays. essay>, philosophy. science, 
criticism. detective storie?. His collection of books on 
the drama. architecture and furniture is impressive and 
\aluable. He liked clothes and his accumulation of 
neckties is almost a s  impressive as his collection of 
books. But aho\e  all he liked his friends. 

Perhaps the best tribute to him comes again from 
Chaucer who was one of his favoiite poets and whom he 
v\ as re-reading  hen he died. 

"And gladly wolde he learn. and glad4 teche." 

Hail and farewell. Bill Huse. 
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/. E .  Froehlich, director of  the ~ a b o r a t & y ' s  satellite project: and Caltech president L. A .  ~ u B n ' d g e .  

e ont 

Explorer 

Fal twh wipnti~t 's pipped a lita! role in the w ~ r ~ ~ ~ f u l  
launching of the fir-st [.".S. sat ell if^^. the Explorer. V t e r  
the  combined eftorta of Laltech's Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory and  the 4rn1y Ballistic Mi-sile Agency. a Jupiter 

launching vehicle "hot the satellite into spare on Janu- 
a r y  31. The miwile wan fired in a ~outheacter ly direction 
from Cape Canaveral. Florida. down the ocean rni=ilp 
lane i n  the direction of South Africa. 

4 team of JPL scientists under the direction of W illiarn 
H. Piekering. head of the Laboratory, managed to do the 
job in just 80 d a y  from the time the Department of 
Defense directed 4BMA and JPI, to go ahead w i t h  the 
project. Dr. J. E. Froehlich. chief of JPJL'q deqign and 

~ o w c r p l a n t s  clepartmenl. ua* put  in ( l i a i g ~  of the high- 
speed stages of the miiltiqtage ~eh.ir.le, the satellite. the 
satell ite i r~~trnmeii ta t ion a n d  i h e  collecting of ir~foirriatio*i 
r a t b u e d  bt  the -a~cliite. 

The ba-sic lehir It, for launching the qatellite was al- 
ready in existence. JPL and 4 D M 4  had redesigned the 
rocket original!j iritoirlet! for  the \iin\ propo*al. 
"Operation Orbiter." into the J u p i t ~ r  C and had made 
-ucce~sfiil  firing- with it. This main *tape vehicle 
weighed about 65,000 pound's and wa- more than 00 
feet long and about 6 feet in diameter. Attached to the 
top were two mole ' Â ¥ t a  containing high-!peed c.lu-'t~rn 
of solid propellant i-orket-s. The fourth stage consister1 
of the satellite package ~ecksigned hy JPL a n d  fitted 
into the ( i-lindrical -shell. Part of t h ~  in-sti iirneptation 



consists of two radio transmitters which broadcast infor- 
mation about the occurrence of cosmic rays outside the 
earth's atmosphere, measurements of micrometeorites, 
and temperatures of the inner instrumentation and outer 
skin of the satellite. 

One of the most useful types of information ex- 
pected to be gained from the satellite in its 90-minute 
trips around the earth is a more precise measurement of 
distances between continents. This is done by simul- 
taneous observation of the satellite from two stations. 
By measurement of the angles to the satellite, plus 
knowledge of the satellite's position, scientists can cal- 
culate back to the distance between the stations. 

By careful measurement of the rate of precession, 
accurate calculations of the precise shape of the earth 
can be made-to find out how much of it is flattened 
at the poles and to what degree it bulges at the equator. 
Also, by measurement of changes in the satellite orbit, 
the density of the air through which the satellite is 
passing can be calculated. 

Plans are now being made for the launching of a 
second satellite with much more involved instrumenta- 
tion. JPL has made an official announcement that the 
launching will take place before April 1. 

Eastman Professorship 
George W. Beadle, chairman of the division of bio- 

logical sciences, has been appointed Eastman Visiting 
Professor at the University of Oxford, England, for 
1958-59. The Eastman Professorship was founded in 1929 
by George Eastmian to bring senior American scholars 
to Oxford University for a year. In the past, the appoint- 
ment has gone to such men as Felix Frankfurter, Arthur 
H. Compton, John Livingstone Lowes, Linus Pauling, 
Wallace Notestein, and Harold C. Urey. The current 
(1957-58) Eastman Professor is George Kennan, former 
American Ambassador to Russia, and a member of the 
Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. 

Leaders of America 
Clarence B. Randall, special consultant to President 

Eisenhower in the field of foreign economic policy, 
visited the Institute on February 10 and 11 as the first 
1958 guest in the YMCA's Leaders of America program. 
Mr. Randall is not a newcomer to the campus; he deliv- 
ered the commencement address here in 1955. 

Mr. Randall, who is now a director of Inland Steel, 
was president of the company for a number of years 
and has also served as chairman of its board. He has 
been a special consultant to President Eisenhower since 
1956. 

The second visitor in the Leaders of America program 
will be the Reverend  arti in Luther King, president of the 
Montgomery, Alabama, Improvement Association, and 
leader of the negro bus boycott in Montgomery. Dr. King 
will be on campus from February 25-27. Dr. Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan, vice-president of India, is scheduled to 
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be here from April 2-4. And, as the final visitor in this 
year's program, Victor Reuther, assistant to the president 
of the CIO, will arrive on campus on May 12. 

Plumian Chair 
Fred Hoyle, visiting professor of astronomy at Caltech, 

and Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, has been 
appointed Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experi- 
mental Philosophy at the University of Cambridge. The 
appointment is a lifetime chair, established by Thomas 
Plume (1630-1704), who left most of his wealth to the 
University for the founding of an observatory, the chair 
of astronomy and a home for the professor. The first 
occupant of the Plumian Chair was Roger Cotes, in 1707. 
Successive occupants have been Robert Smith in 1716, 
Sir George B. Airy in 1828, James Challis in 1836, Sir 
George H. Darwin in 1883, Sir Arthur Eddington in 
1913, and Sir Harold Jeffreys in 1946. 

National Conference 
President DuBridge was the principal speaker at a 

national conference on "America's Human Resources to 
Meet the Scientific Challenge" at Yale University this 
month. Sponsored jointly by President Eisenhower's 
Committee on Scientists and Engineers and the William 
Bent Foundation, the meeting brought together 100 key 
representatives of science, education, industry, govern- 
ment, mass communications, labor, and religious and 
minority groups to examine America's competitive posi- 
tion in world science and technology. Other Caltech rep- 
resentatives were Harrison Brown, professor of geochem- 
istry, who was chairman of a panel discussion on "The 
Scientific Revolution: Challenge and Promise"; and 
Frederick C. Lindv'all, chairman of Caltech's engineering 
division and president of the American Society of Engi- 
neering Education. 

Nuclear Petition 
Linus Pauling, chairman of the division of chemistry 

and chemical engineering at Caltech, acted as spokes- 
man for more than 9,000 scientists last month when he 
presented a petition opposing nuclear weapons tests to 
Dag Hammerskjold, Secretary General of the United 
Nations. The signers included 36 Nobel prize winners, 
101 members of the National Academy of Sciences, 216 
Members of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and 35 
members of the Royal Society of London. 

Ten Caltech scientists signed the petition: Frits Went, 
professor of plant psychiology; A. H. Sturtevant, pro- 
fessor of genetics; Howard J. Lucas, professor of organic 
chemistry; Verner Shomaker, professor of chemistry; 
E. T. Bell, professor of mathematics emeritus; Max Del- 
bruck, professor of biology; Seth B. Nicholson, staff 
member of the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observator- 
ies; Matthew L. Sands, associate professor of physics; 
Harden McConnell, associate professor of physical chem- 
istry; and W. Barclay Ray, assistant professor of geology. 



Desalting the Pacific 

A progress report on how we are 

tackling the problem of getting fresh water from the ocean 

by Jack E. McKee 

From the earliest days of recorded history, man has 
dreamed of using the vast quantities of ocean water for 
drinking or  for irrigation. Of all of the water on the 
surface of this planet, over 99.99 percent occurs in 
the ocean. If it were piled on the land, i t  would 
stand over 2 miles deep. In comparison, the total yearly 
rainfall over the entire land surface is only about 24 
inches, and all of the moisture in the atmosphere is 
equivalent to only about 2 inches. Yet, the great bulk of 
water has been locked away from us because it is too 
saline for our use, and we haven't discovered how to 
convert it at reasonable cost. 

Certainly, the desalting of sea water is one of the 
most challenging and fascinating problems ever faced 
by scientists and engineers. Until recently, its solution 
was not too urgent; but with increasing pressure from 
population growth throughout the world, and with larger 
and larger per capita use of fresh water as  our civiliza- 
tion becomes more industralized, the problem has been 
brought into sharp focus. 

In military activities, where expense is not a consid- 
eration, the desalting of sea water is a practical and 
accomplished fact. Special kits are available on life 
rafts, employing the ion-exchange process, which produce 
fresh water from the ocean at a cost of about $5.00 per 
pint. On Iwo Jima, during World War 11, the entire 
supply of drinking and cooking water for more than 
30,000 Army, Navy, and Marine personnel was produced 
by various types of distillation units. This method of 
producing fresh water is also used aboard many ships. 
It is certainly cheaper to haul one gallon of fuel oil than 
the 100 gallons of potable water that can be produced 
from the heat of such oil. 

Distillation units are already employed for municipal 
water supply where no other sources are available. At 

Curacao in the Dutch West Indies, a population of 
45,000 is supplied with fresh water by a 6-stage evap- 
orator having a capacity of 770,000 gallons per day 
(gpd). At Kuwait on the Persian Gulf, and at Aruba, 
near Venezuela, similar distillation units are employed 
to supply these oil-producing communities. Even in Cali- 
fornia. the Pacific Gas and Electric Company distills 
144,000 gpd of fresh water from the ocean. The cost of 
such water, however, is approximately $2.15 per thou- 
sand gallons or $700 per acre foot. 

At this point it might be wise to pause and consider 
the standardization of price quotations. You may read 
one promoter's claim that his scheme for getting fresh 
water from the ocean costs only 15 cents per ton of fresh 
water, which sounds ridiculously cheap. More frequently, 
you will see a figure such as 60 cents per thousand 
gallons, which still appears to be quite inexpensive. The 
same price, when expressed as $600 per million gallons 
sounds prohibitive. Here in the West, we are accustomed 
to the term "acre foot" (AF).  Any rancher or water- 
works operator knows how much he can afford to pay for 
an acre foot of water; therefore, I shall confine all price 
quotations here to dollars per acre foot. If you are 
accustomed to other yardsticks you might remember that 
water priced at $10/AF is equivalent to: 

$30.70 per million gallons 
or 3.07 cents per 1000 gallons 
or 2.30 cents per 100 cubic feet 
or 8.4 cents per ton 

Thus, the quotations of 15 cents per ton or 60 cents per 
thousand gallons, as mentioned before, are both equiva- 
lent to about $200/AF. 

It is also important to standardize methods of com- 
puting costs to take into account maintenance, deprecia- 
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tion, and interest on the capital investment, as well as 
power or heat costs. Often you will see a ridiculously 
low pricequoted for desalting sea water. If you can pin 
down the source you will probably discover that the cost 
is for power only, and then probably at an impossible 
rate. 

To minimize rash statements that may lead to false 
hopes, the Department of the Interior's Office of Saline 
Water has established a realistic standardized cost-esti- 
mating procedure. I t  includes amortization based on a 
20-year plant life and 4 percent interest. Power is rated 
at v2 cent per kwh, heat at 25 cents per million Btu, and 
steam at 55 cents per 1000 lbs. Land costs are figured 
at $3 per gpd capacity and storage is provided for 10 
days production of water. Most of the cost figures in this 
report comply with this standardized procedure. 

The three large categories of water uses in the United 
States are irrigated agriculture, domestic use, and indus- 
trial requirements. Let us take a look at the prices that 
these three groups are accustomed to paying. 

TYPICAL RATES FOR WATER 

Approximate Water Rates 
per acre foot 

Beneficial Use Lowest Common Highest 

1. Irrigation water 
a. Bureau of Reclamation .................. $1-2 $ 2-6 $ 27 
b. Independent districts ...................... 2-5 5-10 40 
c. Individual wells ................................ 2 10 20 

2. Municipal Water 
a. Raw water cost to city .................... 2 10 50 
b. Owens Aqueduct 

( Los Angeles) * ................................ - 19 - 
c. Pasadena, MWD water* 

(1956) ................................................ - 44 - 
d. Retail Cost to consumers .............. 5-10 50-80 200 

3. Industrial water .................................... 2 50-100 1000 
*Total costs, including amortization of bonded indebtedness and 
treatment. 

Irrigators are accustomed to cheap water. Most sales 
by the Bureau of Reclamation are at rates $2-6/AF, and 
the highest at  $27/AF. To pump water from under- 
ground basins generally costs $4-5/AF per 100 foot lift. 
Many ranchers pump 150 to 400 feet, at a cost of 
$6-20/AF. 

When considering municipal water, one must recog- 
nize the difference between the cost of raw water to the 
city, and the cost to the consumer of the treated and 
distributed water at the tap. Most raw water costs are 
comparable to those of irrigation water. From a study of 
water rates around the country, it is apparent that the 
retail consumer pays a price considerably higher than 
the raw water cost, with most householders paying about 
$50-80/AF. Note that the cost to the consumer at the tap 
is two or three times the cost of the raw water. In other 
words, it costs more to distribute the water than to obtain 
it initially. 

< 

Insofar as industry is concerned, the value of water 
depends entirely upon the nature of the industry. Paper, 
textile, tannery, and steel mills must have abundant and 
cheap water, probably as cheap as irrigation water. Most 
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industries can afford delivered city water, that is at 
$50-80/AF or even more. Some highly specialized in- 
dustries need small quantities of fine-quality water, and 
they can afford to pay a premium price for it. Or, they 
may treat the water by expensive means, at costs up to 
$1000/AF or more. To industry, water is a raw material. 
For this reason, many industries tend to locate where 
water is abundant, cheap, and of good quality. 

At the beginning of the Saline Water Conversion Pro- 
gram of the Department of Interior in 1952, two arbi- 
trary cost goals were set, one for municipal water and 
one for irrigation water. The goal for municipal water 
was set at $125/AF and that for irrigation water at 
$40/AF. As the table (left) indicates, however, these 
goals are still at the upper end of the scale for the 
typical rates now being paid for municipal and irriga- 
tion water. If these rates can be obtained by practical 
sea-water conversion units, such water will begin to 
become competitive with alternate existing supplies in a 
few localities. 

The salinity of ocean waters is fairly uniform at about 
3.5 percent solids, or, in the concentration term most 
commonly used, 35,000 milligrams per liter (mgpl) . In 
the Persian Gulf, however, it is nearly 40,000 mgpl, and 
probably almost as high in the Gulf of California. In 
Chesapeake Bay it is about 15,000 mgpl and in the Baltic 
Sea only 7,000 mgpl, When considering the Pacific 
Ocean, 35,000 mgpl is a suitable figure. I t  may be 
broken down into the most common constituents as shown 
in the table below. 

MAJOR SALTS IN SEA WATER 

Concentration Expressed as 
Substance mg/liter Ibs/WOO gallons 

Cations: Sodium .......................................... 10,722 89.5 
Magnesium .................................. 1,297 10.8 
Calcium .......................................... 417 3.5 
Potassium ...................................... 382 3.2 
Strontium ...................................... 14 0.12 

Anions: Chlorides ...................................... 19,337 161.2 
Sulfates .......................................... 2,705 22.6 
Bicarbonates & Carbonates .......... 104 0.9 
Bromides 66 0.5 
Berates .......................................... 18 0.2 

Traceions ...................................................... 17 0.2 
Totals .......................................... 35,079 292.7 

When the sea water is desalted, how pure must the 
fresh water be? The drinking water standards of the 
U.S. Public Health Service specify that the total dis- 
solved solids should not exceed 1000 mgpl. The USPHS 
also specifies that the magnesium should be less than 
125, the chlorides less than 250 and the sulfates less 
than 250 mgpL 

For irrigation water, it is desirable to keep the total 
dissolved solids less than 650 mgpl, and certainly less 
than 1200 mgpl except for the hardiest crops under the 
most favorable irrigating conditions. In addition, chlo- 
rides should be less than 200 mgpl and boron less than 
0.5 mgpl. Sodium is  particularly detrimental in irri- 
gation water, especially when the ratio of sodium ions 
to total cations on an equivalence basis exceeds 60 



percent. The table below shows a summary of these 
water quality criteria for domestic and irrigation waters. 

SOME APPROXIMATE LIMITS OF WATER QUALITY 
Concentrations in mg/liter 

Substance Domestic Use Irrigation 
Total dissolved solids ...................................... 1000 650-1200 
Chlorides 250 200 
Sulfates .............................................................. 250 500 
Magnesium ........................................................ 125 - 
Boron ................................................................ - 0.5 
Sodium ratio (Na/Ca+Mg+Na) ............ - 60% 

Based on total solids, these criteria show that over 97 
percent of the salts must be removed from the water; b u ~  
this would still leave the sodium concentration at 320 
mgpl and the sodium ratio far greater than 60 percent. 
For domestic use and irrigation, such high sodium con- 
centrations would be prohibitive. I t  appears, therefore, 
that almost 100 percent of the salts must be removed 
from sea water. 

For industrial water, the requirements for purity vary 
tremendously with the characteristics of the industry and 
the use to which the water is put. For example, high- 
pressure boiler feedwater must be close to distilled water 
in quality. On the other hand, sea water itself can be 
used for once-through cooling water. For most industries, 
water that meets the domestic criteria will be suitable as 
a source of raw water, although the industries may have 
to modify this water somewhat for special purposes. 

Until a few years ago, research in the desalting of sea 
water was sporadic and uncoordinated. In 1952, however, 
the Congress of the United States recognized the impor- 
tance of this problem and passed Public Law 448. This 
act authorized the Secretary of the Interior to develop 
practical low-cost means of producing from sea water, 
or from other saline waters, fresh water of a quality suit- 
able for agriculture and for industrial, municipal, and 
other beneficial consumptive uses. The initial appropria- 
tion was $2,000,000 for a fiveyear period, extending to 
June, 1957. The last Congress extended the program for 
an additional five years, and has increased the money 
value of the research to a total of $10,000,000 or 
$2,000,000 per year. To assist the Secretary of the In- 
terior in broad policy matters, an advisory group was 
named consisting of nine qualified persons in various 
fields related to the program. One of this advisory group 
is Caltech's President Lee A. DuBridge. 

Within the Department of the Interior, an Office of 
Saline Water was established. This office administers the 
program by research and development contracts with 
many private agencies. 

Various methods have been investigated for the desalt- 
ing of sea water. Utilizing principles of thermodynamics 
and physical chemistry, it is possible to calculate the 
absolute minimum free energy required to separate salt 
from water, regardless of the method used. This is a theo- 
retical energy requirement which is a property of the 
molecular forces holding the salt in solution. At 25OC 
this minimum free energy is 2.89 kwh per 1000 gallons, 
or 94<0 kwh,/AF. 

This is the work required when operating an ideal 
process, infinitely slow, with an infinitesimal fraction of 
fresh water from a huge volume of sea water, with nc 
heat losses and no inefficiencies. To recover one gallon 
of fresh water from every two gallons of sea water, the 
minimum free energy is about 1200 kwh/AF. The best 
overall efficiency we can hope for is 33 to 50 percent, 
making this energy requirement 2400 to 3600 kwh/AF. 
Costs for amortization and maintenance of the plant must 
be added. 

According to a recent OSW report the actual minimum 
energy requitements have been calculated for two meth- 
ods of desalinization, taking into account the rate phe- 
nomena, plant costs, and several other factors, but still 
excluding many losses in energy conversion devices and 
the water transport requirements. This report computes 
theoretically that the minimum energy requirement will 
be about 3500 to 4000 kwh/AF, or about four times the 
theoretical ideal minimum. On this basis, with power at 
0.5 cents per kwh, the minimum cost would be about 
$18/AF. To allow for energy losses and other ineffici- 
encies, this figure would probably be doubled to about 
$35/AF. 

Desalting processes 

All processes for desalting sea water can be divided 
into two categories; those that extract the water from the 
saline solution and those that remove the salts from the 
solution. The costs of processes that extract water will be 
relatively independent of the salt concentration except 
for problems of scaling. For processes involving the 
removal of salts, the cost will be approximately propor- 
tional to the concentration of salt. 

Methods of desalinization have been divided also into 
physical, chemical and electrical processes. Among the 
most prominent of the physical processes are the various 
distillation methods, solar radiation, temperature-dif- 
ference processes, nuclear-energy adaptions, freezing, 
ultrasonics, and osmosis. Chemical processes include 
precipitation of salts and ion exchange. Electrodialysis 
constitutes the most significant electrical process. 

Simple distillation operates like a conventional labora- 
tory still, but it is not nearly as useful for salt-water con- 
version. The heat required is equivalent to about 900,000 
kwh/AF or about 1000 times the minimum free energy. 
Needless to say, the cost is prohibitive. 

Engineers discovered long ago that the efficiency of 
distillation could be improved by several stills in series. 
Multiple-effect distillation utilizes the vapor from each 
still to heat the next still at a lower pressure, which is 
maintained by vacuum pumps. Heat requirements have 
been cut to about 200 times the theoretical minimum, but 
costs are still in excess of $700/AF. W. L. Badger of Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, has proposed a multiple-stage long-tube 
vertical evaporator of the type used by the salt industry. 
The cycle requires completely scale-free operation. If 
this can be achieved without the use of acid or .non-fer- 
rous metals, Badger feels that fresh' water conceivably 
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might be produced at $130/AF. Before this optimistic 
estimate can be accepted, the process must be tested 
adequately. 

If the vapor from a still is compressed it will condense 
at higher temperature and can be used to heat the sea 
water. This process is known as vapor-compression dis- 
tillation. With the aid of heat exchangers, the heat input 
can be greatly reduced, but expensive electric power is 
required. During the war, water from such equipment 
cost about $400/AF, but with technological improve- 
ments this cost might be cut appreciably. One such im- 
provement is the Hickman rotary still (below). Here the 
feed water is spread by centrifugal force in a thin 
film over the surface of a conical rotator. This action 
increases the rate of heat transfer from 500 up to 3500 
Btu per hour per square foot per degree F. Inasmuch as 
salt water at temperatures as low as 125" F can be 
sprayed on the inside surface of the rotating drum, the 
probability of scale formation is minimized. A pilot 
plant designed to produce 25,000 gpd is under construc- 
tion and there is promise that the cost might be reduced 
to $115/AF, but this remains to be demonstrated. 

As far back as 1930, a Frenchman named Claude pro- 
posed that the difference in temperature between cold 
deep ocean waters and warm surface waters could be 
used to produce power and fresh water. When warm sea 
water is taken in under reduced pressure, some of it 
evaporates. This vapor can be used to drive turbines and 
generate power to help operate the pumps. Then the 
vapor is condensed by cold sea water. Where deep ocean 
canyons are close to shore, this process may prove to be 
feasible. At present, such a plant is being planned by 
French engineers at Abidjan in West Africa to produce 
150,000 gpd of fresh water, The French engineers esti- 
mate costs of about $150/AF now and possibly as low 
as $100/AF in the future. 

The Hickman rotary still combines vapor-compression 
with evaporation from a thin sea-water film maintained 
by centrifugal action. 

In  a solar still, vapor formed by evaporation condenses 
on the underside of the glass and flows into the trough. 

Why not copy nature and use solar heat for vaporiza- 
tion? Solar stills of the type shown above will produce 
fresh water at the rate of one pint per day per square 
foot of exposed surface in sunny climates. Expressed 
otherwise, one acre of stills will yield 6 acre feet of fresh 
water per year. At this rate, one acre of stills would be 
needed for every 2 or 3 acres of irrigated land or resi- 
dential area! 

In the Southwest, the energy received on a horizontal 
surface is about 2000 Btu per square foot per year. A 
solar still will collect about half of this energy, but its 
efficiency in vaporizing water is less than 1 percent. 
Furthermore, the cell operates only 6 to 8 hours a day. 
By using the ground as a storage bank for the sun's heat, 
or by combining solar stills with multiple-effect or vapor- 
compression distillation, it is hoped that some of these 
disadvantages can be overcome. Other proposals include 
a 10-stage sandwich-like arrangement of alternating ab- 
sorbing and condensing layers on a sloping surface, 
which shows promise of a five-fold increase in the pro- 
duction rate. Former costs were about $900/AF but 
present estimates with improved stills range from $325 
down to $165/AF. 

Another way to copy nature is to freeze water, inas- 
much as the concentration of salt in ice frozen from 
sea water is considerably less than in the original water. 
Slow freezing combined with centrifugal action can be 
used to produce water relatively free of salt, and by 
successive cycles in this fashion, water of acceptable 
quality can be produced. Inasmuch as the heat removed 
in the freezing of water is only one-seventh of that 
required to boil water, one might anticipate that freez- 
ing would be considerably l e s ~  costly than distillation. 
A further advantage lies in the reduction of scale and 
corrosion. 

Unfortunately, however, low-temperature refrigerating 
machinery is inherently more expensive than high-tem- 
perature heat-exchange equipment. The University of 
Washington has made a careful economic study of all 

continued on page 28 
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Full-time, off-the-j ob GRA 

STUDY CENTER. New York s Coliseum Tower houses one of Winston-Salem. 3. C. Product design principles are one of the many 
three special ftudy centers set aside for W.E.'s Graduate Engi- technical subjects our engineers ewer in Introduction to Western 
(leering Training Progi-iim. Other centers are in Chicago and Electric Engineering, the first phitke of the program. 
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Right now, Western Electric engineers are back "on campus" 
in unique new Graduate Engineering Training Piogram. 
They're attending courses at special study o-ntriis established 
by tile cornprq in Chicago, he" York dnd &inston-Salein. 
N, C. It's d rare chdnce to stud! iidviinced i'ngi~eerl'ng ~ u d  get 
full p..~.y iit the same tune. 

These ';~tudeiit;>" ~e guided b~ %i teaching ;,t.iff ol top West- 
era Electik: eiigUH.'ers, outside experts and professois horn 
leading universities. Thc>re Jeaining the latest technical dei,el- 
opinents . . . boning up o r i  et ei;, thing tiom m~nufacturing proc- 
esses to computer applications. 

When the program reaches its peak, some 2,000 to 3,000 West- 
ern Electric engineers will attend ex11 year.. . studying iu an 
atmosphere as close to a university graduate school as is prac- 
tical for indu!sti"y. 

This engineering "university" was born because of the ever- 
increasing complexity of Western Electric's job as the manu- 
facturing and supply unit of the Bell Telephone System. Today 
W. E. engineers are right in the middle of exciting fields like 
microwave radio relay, electronic switching and automation. 
Graduate engineering training is designed to spur their devel- 
opment and advancement throughout their entire careers. 

How Graduate Engineering Training would work for you 

The program gets under way after approximately six months on-the-job 
experience. First off: 
1. A nine-week Introduction to Western Electric Engineering helps you 

learn about your W.E. engineering field, sharpens >our skills in getting 
ideas across. Technical bubjects include communications systems, prod- 
uct design principles, military electronic systems. 

2, Another nine-week program. General Development, starts after your 
first year with us, helps broaden and strengthen your engineering back- 
ground. Besides technical bubject5 hke engineering ~tatistics, measure- 
ments and instrumentation, and electronics, -you receive grounding in 
human relations and the socio-economic importance of engineering. 

3. To meet continuing needs for formalized technical training, Advanced 
Development offers four-week courbes tailored to the individual needs 
of the engineers selected to attend. These courses are designed to help 
develop creatiie engineering abilities. Computer applications, switching 
theory, feedback control 5ybteini., and semi-conductor deuces and cir- 
cuits are sample topics covered in this phase. 

Besides taking part in the Graduate Engineering Training Pro- 
gram, engineers are eligible for our Tuition Refund Plan for 
after hours study at nearby colleges. 

In short, there's a unique opportunity at Western Electric to 
develop a professional career . . . and work in the exciting world 
of communications. 

Knowledge horn 111 the LLtsrooni often -,p,iiks on-tin- 
job idea5 These eiiqri<er\ are wolhing on tra-isittoi 

ENGINEERING GRADUATES 

Sqiervisoii) and udiiiiniiitriifive 
opportunities exist in each field) 

Analysis for manufacturing operations: 
Machine and tool re~uirenieiits-M E , E E , 
Space requirements-hJ E , 1.E . Test fdcihti; 
iequirements-E E . Personnel requu enienfs- 
I E.; Ekctru power light and liekit requue- 
inents-E E . Raw material requirements- 
Chem. E.. Met E . Phy. Sc., Procedures and 
processes-hf.E., I .E.,  Time and motion 
studies - I.E., Investigation of iiianuta~turing 
difficulties-M.E., Qualit! control-M.E., E.E. 

Planning telephone central offices: 
Equipment requirements - ll. E.; Power and 
cable re~uiremerits-E.E. 

Development and design: 
New n~acliincs and tools-hJl E , E.E.. Material 
Jiandling methods-M.E , 1.E , h e w  C'(jI1lp- 

merit and processes-M E., E E., Rcpaii shop 
methods-M.E., Testing facilities-E E , Test- 
ing metho&-E E.; Job evaluation studies- 
1.E , Wage mcentne studies-I.E.; Production 
control studies-1.E , Improved chemical proc- 
esses-Chem. E., Met. E., l'hy Sc., New appli- 
cation for metals and dlIOii-Cheni. E , Met. E., 
Pliy. Sc., Raw material test pioi-edures-~hei~i. 
E., Met. E., 1%:. Sc., Service to military on 
electronic de\ ices-E.E. 

For further information write: Engineering 
Personnel, Room 1030, 195 Broadway, 
New York 7, N. Y. 

Western Electric has major manufacturing plants at Chicago and Decafur, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md,; Indianapolis, Ind ; Allentown and Laureldale, 
Pa.; Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C ; Buffalo, N. Y ; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. Distri- 
bution Centers in 32 cities. Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Also Teletype Corp., Chicago 14, Ill. 
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Desalting the Pacific . . . continued 

existing and potential equipment for freezing sea water. 
An ideal arrangement of such units could provide fresh 
water at a cost of approximately $750/AF. 

The Carrier Corporation is conducting research to 
determine the economic feasibility of a method to com- 
bine freezing and evaporation. Another new approach. 
known as "zone freezing.'" is being evaluated by the 
Battelle Institute. There have been been reports of pilot- 
plant studies on the freeze-evaporation sjstern developed 
by Zarchin in Israel, and the process was studied analyt- 
ically by the University of California, but the university 
coiilrl not reconcile its cost estimates with the enthusiastic 
ones of the inventor. 

Mi~cellaneou~s physical processes 

4s any student of high school physics knows. water 
molecules will pass through a permeable membrane from 
a zone of fresh water into a zone of salt water by a proc- 
ess known as osmosis. If sea water and fresh water are 
placed on opposite sides of a permeable membrane, the 
water surface on the sea-water side will be about 850 
feet higher than on the fresh-water side. In other words, 
the osmotic pressure of the sea water is about 350-400 
lbs/sq. in. This phenomenon can be reversed. and water 
made to flow from the salty side to the fresh side by 
superimposing a tremendous pressure. With cellulose 
acetate membranes, 90 to 95 percent of the salt can be 
removed from the water in one operation. To get drink- 
ing water. two or more passes would be required. From 
an engineering point of view, there are many practical 
disadvantages to such an operation, especially when 
large pressures and membrane clogging are involved. 
Cost estimates for this process are not available. but they 
are known to be prohibitive. 

It has been suggested that saline water conversion can 
be combined with nuclear power generation to reduce 
the energy cost. At present. however, the cost of power 
o r  heat from nuclear energy i-i not conipetithe ~ i t h  that 
f rom fo-''sil fuels quch as coal and oil. Nuclear energy 
* not likely to hpcornc cheaper than comentionai soijnae's 
of e n e r p  until ihe latter are rwaiing depletion. It is 
possible. however. that there rnay be hays of using 
ruiclear icartor-! prirnaiih to produw lou-t~rripcrature 
s!~arn or hv ulili7ing the power during the off-peak pe- 
riod-'. The Fluor Corporation ha- ju-;i underlaken a studv 
of the applicability of co rnb i r~ ingnur l~a r  e-pero proc- 
ess~-)  with saline water conversion. 

Lip until now. we havp con-iidered methods bv which 
the water is removed from the saline solution. Would it 
be  cheaper to take the salt from the sea water? 

It is possible to remove salts from solution by rhemi- 
ca1 pr(-ripitation: for example. rhloride ion's ran be 
remoled by precipitation with silver. (;hemica1 treatment 
of v a  water require-! the use of many rliffcreni e a l ~  aomp 

of which are quite expensive. The cost of the salts alone 
would amount to over $10.000/4F. Obviously. this 
method is beyond any further consideration for large- 
scale desalting processes. although it was used on life- 
rafts during the war. 

The principle of softening by ion-exchange resins can 
he extended to the removal of all salts from sea water. 
What is more, these resins can be regenerated and re- 
used. (Unfortunately. this regeneration require? large 
quantities of chemicals. The cost of these chemicals alone 
has been estimated at  $6,000 to $8,00O/AF of fresh 
water produced. Thus, it appears unlikely that any known 
chemical method for desalting sea water will he eco- 
nomically practicable. 

When electrodes are placed in a saline solution and 
subjected to an electrical potential, cations in the solution 
will migrate to one electrode and anions to the other. If 
the container is divided into three compartments by 
means of two porous diaphragms, the center compart- 
ment will soon become free of ions that have migrated in 
either direction. To accomplish this purification. a high 
proportion of the ions must he neutralized at the anode 
or cathode, with a large expenditure of electrical energy. 
Minimum cost has been estimated at over $500/4F. 

A new type of membrane, consisting of sulfonated 
polystyrene divinyl benzene or similar resins. was debel- 
oped a few years ago. These membranes can be nega- 
tively charged so as to permit the passage of cations but 
not anions. or  the! can be positively charged so as to 
permit the passage of anions only. They provide a means 
whereby the costly neutralization of the ions at both 
electrodes can be minimized by the use of multiple 
channels (below). Any ion can pass through one mem- 
brane but not through two in succession; consequently. 
every other channel become-; fresh. while the alternate 
ones get twice a" brackish. 
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a richer, wider r 
nd to your home 

Before high fidelity, the 
sound of recorded music 
was limited-much a s  
piano music would be if 
you could hear only the 
notes played on the center 
of t he  keyboard.  No 
rich bass notes, no keen, 
vibrant highs. 

RCA achievements in the science of 
sound and acoustics changed all that. 
Today, with RCA Victor records and 
high fidelity "Victrolas," the full range 
of sound is reproduced so faithfully 

that you can enjoy music almost as 
though you were there. 

And now, Stereophonic Sound! A 
new and dramatic dimension in re- 
corded music is also yours to enjoy 
on RCA high fidelity instruments. 
Stereophonic units can be added to 
most "Victrola"@ Hi-Fi systems any 
time you choose. 

In this, as in almost every area of 
electronic progress in home entertain- 
ment, defense and industry, the leader- 
ship of RCA serves you. RCA means 
electronics a t  its best! 

1 WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER? 

RCA offers careers in research, 
development, design, and man- 
ufacturmg for engineers with 
Bachelor or advanced degrees 
in E.E., M.E. or Physics. For 
full information, write to: Mr. 
Robert Haklisch, Manager, 
College Relations, Radio 
Corporation of America, 
Camden 2, N. J. 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA Q 
February, 1958 



ow you c 
leads & pencils 

-17 different formulae make sure you get exactly the line you expect- 
from every pencil, every time. 

PROVEN DTOAB LITY-Because compact lead structure gives off no chunks of useless "dust" 
to blow away, Turquoise wears down more slowly. 

T R E W T H -  as electron photomicrograph shows, Turquoise lead struc- 
ture is finer-and therefore stronger. It holds a needle point under 
drawing pressures for long lines of unchanging width. 

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY NEW YORK * LONDON * TORONTO * ME ICO SYDNEY * BOGOTA 
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Desalting the Pacific . . . continued 

The announcement of this process a few years ago was 
greeted by enthusiastic "armchair"' estimates as low as 
$100/AF. Recent figures, based on pilot-plant experi- 
merits. are far  less encouraging. Because the electric 
power requirements are proportional to the concentration 
of salt, the process does not look promising for  concen- 
trated sea water. but it appears to offer some good pos- 
spects for brackish waters. For a flow of 1.0 mgd, the 
cost of changing the salt concentration from 4.000 mgpl 
to 500 mgpl has been estimated at  $260/AF. For desalt- 
ing sea water, this method now appears to be completely 
unecoriomiral. 

Other potential methods of desalinization a re  being 
studied. but the experimental work has not progressed to 
the state where reliable cost estimates can be made. For 
the methods just described, the table below shows a sum- 
mary of the estimated costs based on large-scale installa- 
tions. You will note that present costs are considerably in 
excess of the two goals described previously-$125 for 
municipal water and $40 for irrigation water. It is pos- 
sible. however, that refinements in these processes will 
eventually bring down the costs to the neighborhood of 
$125-150/AF. 

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COSTS 

hstirr~atsd Pioduition (list's for I,/~~ge-'idile 
Sea Water C on1 croon Pror-ewev 

f i n  dollar's per acre foot) 

Multiple effect diqtillation $700 
Va1)or-compres4on distillation 100 
Temperature difference vaporization (Frrnc h )  150 
Solar di~tillation. with (ombination'- 125 
Freezing, with combinations 750 
Chernical precipitation 10.000 
Ion evhange 8.000 
Elec trulytic a< tion 500 
[on-Permeable memhrdrie- 

(for  Lra( ki-11 water oniv ) 260 

Po'iiihie 
Future 
$130 

115 
1 on 
165 
? 

10.000 
6.000 

500 

260 

The major cost factor in the water supplies of o u r  
I a r p  cities, such as Boston. N e v ~  Jork .  San Franci-ito. 
a r i d  4ngele-= i- attributable to the transportation of 
the w itci : that h. tl> the amortiyation of the large aqiir- 

chic-t--. Fortunately fo r  rno - t  of iheae cities. the water ha< 
34 soiirre in mountain-;. and flows to the citj In gravih.  
When fresh water is pioducecl from the ocean. however. 
i t  hi l l  hate to be pumped to a municipality or irrigation 
district. The cost of such pumping. and the amortization 
of the ner-essarv pipelines. nil1 cost 30 rents to 70 
cents/AF/mile. To pump water from the Gulf of Cali- 
fornia to Phoenix for example. wi l l  cost $50-$100 / 4F. 
depending on power rates. amortization, and type of 
a(riieduct. Trari-iportiition cwts such as this must be 
irirludt-d in the total cost of fresh water from the ocean 
delivered to a citj or irrigation distrirt. 

This question is often asked: In addition to f rwh 
water. can't we also recover magnesium and other valn- 
able chemicals from sea water? The answer i s  yes. but 
let us examine the practicability and the economic feasi- 
bility. Already there are plants in the United States 
where sodium chloride. magnesium salts. calcium sill- 

fate. and bromine are obtained from sea water. In addi- 
tion. most of our domestic iodine is recovered from oil- 
field brines which are more saline than sea water. None 
of these processe-i involve the simultaneous production 
of fresh water. 

The evaporation processes described previously do not 
remove all of the water from the saline solution. In fact. 
care must be taken not to remote too much because of 
scale formation arid corro-ion problpms. To evaporate 
the sea water to dryneqs. or to a very concentrated brine 
from which chemicals might be recovered. would add 
greatly to the cost. Furthermore. there would be a high 
cost for separating the mixed salts and purifying them 
for marketing. Finally, the average water demand cor- 
responds to over 5 tons of by-product salts per year per 
person. 

I n  his book. Fresh 11 (Her from the 0( fwn, Cecil B .  
Ellis has analyzed other economic facets of this prohlern 
and has reached the conclusion that the profits from 
recovery of by-product chemicals ftoulcl lie between zero 
and $6/4F of fresh water produced, provided only that 
no more than one plant of 1000-rngd capacity s e r e  built. 
Further plants would flood the maiLet with ehemirals. 

Conclusions 
Ry technological irnproumerits. it is remotell ron- 

ceivable that de'-aliriization of sea uater can lie accom- 
plished for $125-150/ 4r i n  the next fise or ten years. 
Such ftater might find a market in certain iji(hstrie= or 
isolated comrniinitie-- lorated at qea !elel. For inland 
cornmnnitie-i. the cost of tran-iportatiori rriu-.t ht~  added. 

Based on the t h e o i t ~ i ~ a l  ~orisiclerations of therrno- 
dynamic--' and physical chcrni'-'tn. it should he powihie 
to produce i r ~ s h  watpr f r o m  the ~ c e a v  at Â¥-o-;t of ahoi i t  

% 'i5'4k" at wii ]p ie l .  'rh'i- i- p i t  i & i i l  figure h n ~ f - $ t = r  ':li<j 

to diite no It  no^ t i  p r c x w .  "kt'< piorrii-e of approat hirig 
it. Li i t  I ins' a major  "hreulvthrousli of - ( i c r ~ t  i i n d  t t  < h- 



If you are an engineer of promise, a 

promising future may await you in one 

of twenty-six divibions in one of the 

nation's largest and most diversified 

enterprises-Bendix Aviation Corpora- 

tion. For engineering is a key factor at 

Bendix. That is why Bendix has a con- 

tinuous need for the best engineering 

talent available. And that is why you 

should investigate Bendix career oppor- 

tunities now, without further delay. 

Opportunities await qualified engi- 

neers in such fields as electronics, 

electromechanics, ultrasonics, systems, 

computers, automation and controls, 

radar, nucleonics, combustion, air navi- 

gation, hydraulics, instrumentation, 

propulsion, metallurgy, communica- 

tions, carburetion, solid-state physics, 

aerophysics and structures. 

Check with your Placement Direc- 

tor for information regarding Bendix 

opportunities and interview dates, 

or write to Dr. Gerald A. Rosselot, 

Director of University and Scientific 

Relations, Bendix Aviation Corpo- 

ration, 1108 Fisher Building, Detroit 

2, Michigan. 

A thousand products a million ideas 
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Science: 
Aerodynamics Electronics . Mathematics - Metallurgy 

Physical Chemistry . Physics . Thermodynamics 

Engineering: 
Aeronautical * Applied Mechanics Chemical . Electrical 

W rile fo Dr. R. W. Johnston Rrirntifir and Tc~hnirni  Ri !&ions, 
Ir'-(I Research awl. Adiancid Di rdupmc-nt Division 
20 South Union Street, Lawrence. Massarhusefts. 

CREATIVITY 
If there is a single word that can best describe the aim and 
purpose of AVCO's Research and Advanced Development 
Division, i t  is creativity. We a t  AVCO have assembled those 
elements and that atmosphere which we believe are most 
conducive to true creative effort. 

Our future progress depends on an early recognition of the dif- 
ference between an important new idea and just a new idea. I t  
is mere quibbling with words whether we call these things new 
discoveries, breakthroughs, or basic research. They are, in fact, 
merely the signposts of our future. The world in 1980 and the 
year 2000 will, in its technological aspects, be vastly different 
from what we know today. Yet locked somewhere on our present 
scientific frontiers is the knowledge that will spell out this 
difference. It is our purpose to help in the unlocking of that 
knowledge and to contribute our part to the over-all progress. 

The most important ingredients of creativity are curiosity and 
a real will to  work hard. Of only slightly lesser importance is 
the feedback, or close working relationship between theore- 
tician and observing experimentalist. We a t  AVCO also realize 
that a single creative effort is the output of a man, or, a t  the 
most, of a small group of men a t  any one time. It is, therefore, 
continuously subject to the criticism of other men and some 
even more stultifying forces. Some of these are economic or 
organizational and others are of a more subtle variety. We of 
the AVCO management consider i t  our responsibility to be 
alert to both positive and negative factors affecting creativity. 
We consider the ability of our men to create for the future, 
the most important function of the AVCO Research and 
Advanced Development Division. 

J. W. Marchetti, 
Director, Avco Electronics Research Laboratory 



We want engineers who like to 

We have plenty of i t  to be done. We have problems to be licked, and questions 
to be answered. 

Want to roll up your sleeves and tackle the fascinating world of petrochemicals? 
Union Carbide makes almost 500 of them-it's a world leader. 

Want to grab the atom by the tail and put i t  to useful work? Union Carbide's 
been in nuclear energy since the earliest days of the Manhattan Project. It 
operates three AEC plants plus Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and is building 
a private nuclear research center near New York. 

Want to dig in and really get down to the basics? Union Carbide is as basic 
as an industry can get. It's been called "chemist to the chemicals industry and 
metallurgist to the metals industry." 

Representatives of Divisions of Union Carbide Corporation, listed below, 
will be interviewing on many campuses. Check your placement director, or 
write to the Division representative. For general information, write to V. 0. 
Davis, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 

BAKELITE COMPANY Plastics, including SILICONES DIVISION Silicones for elec- G E N E R A  L 0 F F I C E S - NEW Y 0 R K 
polyethylene, epoxy, fluorothene, vinyl, phenolic, trical insulation, release agents, water repellents, Accounting, Electronic Data Processing, Operations 
and polystyrene. J. C. Older, River Road, Bound etc.; silicone rubber. P. 1. Emch, 30 East 42nd Research, Industrial Engineering, Purchasing. E. R. 
Brook, N. J. Street, New York 17, N. Y. Brown, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY 
Over 100 ferro-alloys and alloying metals; titanium, 
calcium carbide, acetylene. C. R. Keeney, 137- 
47th St., Niagara Falls, N. Y. 

HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY Special 
alloys to resist heat, abrasion, and corrosion; cast 
and wrought. L. E. Denny, 725 South Lindsay Street, 
Kokomo, Ind. 

LINDE COMPANY Industrial gases, metal- 
working and treating equipment, synthetic gems, 
molecular sieve adsorbents. P. I. Emch, 30 East 
42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY Indus- 
trial carbon and grmhite products. (PRESTONE 

anti-freeze, EVEREADY flashlights and batteries. 
S. W. Orne, P. 0. Box 6087, Cleveland, Ohio. 

UNION CARBIDE CHEMICALS COMPANY 
Synthetic organic chemicals, resins, and fibers 
from natural gas, petroleum, and coal. W. C. 
Heidenreich, 30 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

UNION CARBIDE INTERNATIONAL COM- 
PANY Markets UNION CARBIDE products and 
operates plants overseas. C. C. Scharf, 30 East 42nd 
Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY 
Operates Atomic Energy Commission facilities at 
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky. WV. Hamilton, 
P. 0. Box "P", Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

VISKING COMPANY Apioneer in packaging 
-producer of synthetic food casings and poly- 
ethylene film. Dr. A. 1. Strand, 6733 West 65th 
Street, Chicago, Ill. 

February, 1958 



Student Life 

All About 
February is ASCIT election time. Once again the 

Associated Students of the California Institute of Tech- 
nology will issue a thunderous mandate to their chosen 
representatives. Having been a candidate last year, I've 
had occasion to observe the thunder in its finer. details. 
It's an awesome process. 

The campaign actually begins sometime in January. 
Would-be candidates attend the previously deserted 
Board of Directors meetings, anxious to demonstrate their 
civic zeal. The value of this maneuver is doubtful, since 
only other zealous candidates and the case-hardened 
directors are present. The meetings are interesting, how- 
ever, since many of the directors know they will be run- 
ning against each other in the coming election. Such 
seemingly innocuous statements as, "Mr. President, I do 
not think the situation would be fully implemented at this 
time by the gentleman's proposal," can better be inter- 
preted as, "Ha! It's obvious that idiot doesn't know what 
he's talking about. Elect me next month, and keep him 
from ruining ASCIT." 

The nominating assembly officially opens the campaign. 
A rule here is, "Be nominated by a man from - 
another house-someone with lots of campus prestige." 
This is supposed to show that you have the support of the 
campus leaders. Actually it shows that you're adept at 
buttonholing people, but again the difference is small, 
since only nominators and nominees are present. The 
speeches have a certain element of suspense. Since one 
man will often nominate several candidates, there's a 
good chance for an embarrassing mixup. Assuming that 
all goes well, though, the president thanks the speaker 
and asks the nominee if he accepts. After a few seconds 
pause, perhaps to steel himself for the duty that lies 
ahead, the candidate does accept, in the interests of better 
student government. 

Now it is the candidate's duty to write a letter for our 
campus newspaper, The California Tech, expounding on 
the issues that have forced him to run. It is perhaps 
the Tech's proudest boast that it has been able to survive 
this yearly influx of enthusiasm. 

About a week before elections, the signs go up. Now 
the true test of votesmanship begins. A poster like this 
one, for instance, is a sure loser: 

Vote 
CLYDE T. ALLAMERICAN 

for ASCIT DiOORMAT 
Cleancut Dependable Absorbent 
Intelligent Courageous Thrifty 
Experienced Athletic Obedient 
Handsome Durable Kind 

Elections 
Clyde's opponent will counter with: 

JOHN DOUGH 
for ASCIT DOORMAT 

modest 

It's a safe bet that Clyde will lose votes. This doesn't 
necessarily mean that John will gain votes, but he's 
really not expecting to. Generally speaking, votes are 
lost, not won, and the race goes to the one who started 
with most and lost least. 

Here is another example of poor votesmanship: a 
hypothetical inexperienced candidate meeting a not-at-all 
hypothetical Caltech phenomenon, the analytic voter. 

Analytic Voter: Why are you really run- 
ning for ASCIT Ground Hog Day Chair- 
man ? 

Inexperienced Candidate: I - uh - well, 
that is-because I want to serve the Stu- 
dent Body as best I can. 

Analytic Voter: Ha! (He walks away un- 
convinced, with a smile on his face.) 

Here's how an experienced candidate handles the same 
question : 

Experienced Candidate (in loud, confident 
voice) : I'm power mad, old chap. Napo- 
leon complex. Runs in the family, you 
know. 

The analytic voter is trapped. He's met the type of 
person he most admires-warped as they come, but 
straightforward about it. 

Speeches are made in the various student houses. 
They're on about the same level as the newspaper ar- 
ticles, but a little harder to avoid. The best part of the 
campaign is saved for the last night before elections, 
the night of the Election Rally (or, as it is often called 
because of the intellectual stimulation it provides, the 
Erudition Rally.) Here the young Disraelis present short 
skits, illustrating the pressing socio-philosophic prob- 
lems of this and other times. The weighty intellectual 
atmosphere is interrupted only for the serving of tea 
and for brief periods of modem interpretive dancing. 

A few hours of voting, and it's all over. The newly 
elected officers are usually shocked to find that their jobs 
involve doing things, as well as talking. Some of them 
never recover from the shock. 

-Bra4 Efron '60 

Engineering \and \ Science 



if you want  t o  draf t  a more 

s u c c e s s f u l  engineering career. .. 

MANY DOUGLAS ASSIGNMENTS LET YOU 

FOLLOW THROUGH FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY 

Frequently, it's important that you have the chance to 
apply theories you've helped to develop. Douglas is anxious that engineers 

expand their knowledge of a problem in practical ways. This is 
accomplished by keeping your assignments varied.. .by often 

letting you follow the job through to completion. There are 
many exceptional opportunities to start your career a t  Douglas. 

For important career opportunities 
in your field, write: 

C. C. LaVENE 
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
BOX 6101-F 

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

FIRST IN AVIATION 



WHAT ABOUT YOUR 

If you are planning a career in chemical, electrical, 
or mechanical engineering, we believe you will be 
interested in evaluating opportunities at Food 
Machinery and Chemical Corporation-a nation- 
wide company that puts ideas to work, through 
creative research and practical engineering, in 
many diversified fields. 

An FMC representative will be on the campus 
to tell you about these career opportunities and to 

answer your questions. Your college placement 
office has the date and will arrange an appointment 
for you, 

In the meantime, we invite you to write for 
our brochure, "Putting Ideas to Work," which 
graphically describes FMC's many product lines. 

Address: Industrial Relations Dept., Food 
Machinery and Chemical Corporation, P.O. Box 
760, San Jose, California. 



ump-hirbIne design i s  now the work. . . Water condi t ion ing chemical, service, and 
hydroulks, the field. . . of John Jandovitz, equipment special ist  i n  Houston i s  new 
BSME graduote of College of City of New assignment of  Arthur Brunn, BS Chem. E., 
fork, '52. Unher;>ity of Tennessee, '56. 

Sneering of America's 
widest range of industrial products i s  choice 
of Roy Ooodwit l ,  BSME, Michigan State 
College, '54, 

select wide choice of 

T HERE'S variety at Allis-Chalmers. Whether 
you're thinking in terms of types of industries, 

kinds of equipment, types of jobs, or fields of work, 
the diversification of Allis-ChaImers provides un- 
surpassed variety. For example: 

Types of jobs Industries 
Research Agriculture 
Design Cement 
Manufacturing Chemical 
Application Construction 
Sales Electric Power 

Mining 
Nuclear Power 
Paper 
Petroleum 

Equipment 
Tractors 
Kilns 
Screens 
Earth Movers 
Transformers 
Crushers 
Reactors 
Control 
Pumps 
Motors 
Steam Turbines 

Starting up a cement plant i n  Mexico 
after coordinating al l  work on i t  is latest 
job of John Gibson, BS Met. E.( University 
of California, '54. 

Nucleonics i s  chosen field of R. A. Hart- 
field, BME, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
'53. Currently he is working on design and 
development of new nuclear power plant. 

Fields 
Metallurgy 
Process Engineering 
Mechanical Design 
High Voltage Phenomenon 
Stress Analysis 
Nucleonics 
Electronics 
Hydraulics 
Acoustics 
Thermodynamics 

An outstanding training program, started in 1904, is available for those with sufficient background. 
is designed to help you find the activity within Learn more about Allis-Chalmers and its train- 
these groupings for which you are best suited. Up ing program. Ask the A-C district office manager in 
to two years of theoretical and practical training your area or write AIIis-Chalmers, Graduate Train- 
are offered. Direct employment a t  Allis-Chalmers ing Section, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

February ,  19.58 



Personals 
1921 

Allin ( rdin.  Jr .  -'mior f~ngirieer n ith 
the Pat ifir Telephone and  Telegraph Com- 
pany, (lied of a heart attack on .fulv 6. 
He had norkeil for the telephone (om- 
pany for 36 vears. From 1937 to 1939, he 
was a member of the hoard rif  d i r e r t o r ~  nf 
the (a l t ech  'Mumni A~sociation. He i-^ 
-iiirvited bv his widow; a son, John. ftho 
lixes in Biirbank: a daughter. Jfs:m k e n -  
nedy, of Young.town, Ohio: and eight 
grand( hildreri. 

19^9 
Edmund 1. (;rout. roordinatnr of miri- 

irig calea for the General Elertrir ( om- 
pany in (h i t aeo .  writes that '"la-t f d y  I 
wa- trapped into going back onto the 
sihool board to fill a n  iinexpired term to 
April "58. The superintendent of ~ rhoo lq  
took a bigger job co T'te been through 
i ipe i  intenrlcnt-hiringfeor the third tirne- 
and now more building and another refer- 
enduni roniine up. I al'io work for a l i i -  
ing.'* 

1925 
Trrny  L. Atf'crt(m. who iq (oordinator 

nf r r iappin~ and .iirvevinp for f'nlifornia'- 
Iiepartment of Water Resoiirreq. returns 
thia month from a leave of ah-ienr e as a 
con-iiltar~t for the Khiwi~tari De\~loprrient 
% e n i t e  in Iran. 

1930 
Emorv L El lh  \IS '32, Phi) "34 write* 

th-it he's moif  d to Wa-hirigton, r1.c ., and 
IÃ non on the staff of the Tn-ititiitr for 
[Iffcn-p h l x c i s  ( f ' re- icht  f luh i t loo  i q  

or~t (sf the Institute'+ intorporatore <in(! 
F T  P Rohi rt-on i- a rlirtvtor.1 

Vrrriy. re? eit ed a rommcndation from the 
IT.%. Senate lakt <-urnmer "for the nut-tarid- 
i n g m a n n e r  in n h i ( h  he presented the 
Vrniy portion of the F l  58 Military eon- 

qtrii[tion authorization bill to  the Sub- 
( omniittee on Military (.on'-triiction of the 
Senate i r m e d  S e n  ices Committee. 

"Due to Gen. Shuler's excellent perform- 
a n t e  in  his assigned dutie\" "aid the chair- 
man of the ~ubcomrnittee. '"our legislative 
review re-ipon-ibilities h;ne been materially 
aviated. More than that, his frankness and 
capability have instilled confidence in. and  
reflpcted great honor on. the profe-vional 
service whir h he honorabh retire-sentc." 

fohn R. Matarthnr. Calterh p r o f e ~ ~ o r  
emeritii-i. who writ a ropy of the cnirirnen- 
elation to  E&S. write-,: " 1s  freshman dean. 
I had Bill Shiiler i n  my group and  kept in 
touch with him throughout his course. 
4fter graduation he received an appoint- 
merit to Weqt Point where he was captain 
of the football team in hi-; Â¥senio year- 
then was appointed football roach for  the 
next year. However. World War TI broke 
out and he was sent merseai. H e  was 
~ e r i o i i ~ l y  hurt  in the front line, flown to 
I h o s p i t ~ l  in England, then n t u r n e d  to 
\rr*eri(i~ iihere, upon wrner} .  he via-! a& 

qigned to a number of increa-ingly irnpor- 
tant rI& duties, -teadiIj rising in r m k  
and in importance.'. 

poher  tube development engineering at  the 
W~-tinghoii'.e c It (trnriit tuhe diii-'ion in 
Flrnirx Yen "Wi-k h w  bee11 cler ted a f t l -  
low in the American Institute of Elertriral 
Engineers. Don r e t c h e d  hiÂ award for 

h+i( (ontrikiiition to gin t l p e  eler troriit 
tubes and ignitron rer tifierq." 

n r i i ~ l  people p r h  ate i i r i c l  goterrirnt nt.~! 
thre~uphniit tin 4rnt ri( 'I-. The  J W J L ~  r~irig 
public %rid m i b t ~ r t  inter} -t in -i i f  rue }m- 

greatly intrt a-tvl the t hallt~rigt -. inherent 
in both i o h  

La-t m( nth 1 (ornpletcd a fi\t-\ifeL 
trip around the norlrl with these high- 
light-' a trip through the pri\ate garden- 
of the  p i l a ~ e  of t h e  Fmperor of f l~p. t i r  
r8 irti( ip itnos-! i n  (eri=Frwr!x 1 rimrru 'norat- 
ing the 25th ~*iiiiiipr>.ar< of thi Mttenrolo- 
giciil ^ o ( i t t i  of tapiiii ~ h ~ r r  1 r i t { i h + d  a 

Why Vought Projects 
Bring Out The Best 

In An Engineer 
At Vought, the engineer doesn't often 
forget past assignments. Like all big 
events, they leave vivid memories. 
And it's no wonder. 

For here the engineer contributes to 
history-making projects - among 
them the record-breaking Crusader 
fighter; the Regulus I1 missile, chosen 
to arm our newest nuclear subs; and 
the new fast-developing 1,500-plus- 
mph fighter, details of which are still 
classified. 

The Vought engineer watches such 
weapons take shape. He supervises 
critical tests, and he introduces the 
weapons to the men with whom they 
will serve. 

Engineers with many specialties share 
these experiences. Today, for exam- 
ple, Vought is at work on important 
projects involving: 

electronics design and manufacture 
inertial navigation 

investigation of  advanced propulsion 
methods 

Mach 5 co?tfigiirations 

Vought's excellent R&D facilities 
help the engineer through unexplored 
areas. And by teaming up with other 
specialists against mutual challenges, 
the Vought engineer learns new fields 
while advancing in his own. ** 
Would you like to know what men 
with your training are doing a t  
Vought . . . what you can expect of a 
Vonght career? 

For full information, see our repre- 
sentative during his next campus visit. *** 

Or write directly to: ------------------------- 
C. A. Besio 

Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 
Bept. C'M-5 .......................... 

O M A N  
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The  structures engineer who 
found a fast detour 

"Advise and assist o n  s t ruc tu ra l  problems.  
Do what you can to keep the program moving. , ." 
With this outline of his liaison duties, Stress Analyst 
Ed Clay accompanied Vought's Regulus I1 missile to 
its desert test site. 

On the desert, Ed found a dearth of structural 
problems. Regulus I1 reliability gave the flight test 
program tremendous momentum. In quick succession 
the missile notched 10 flights. When time came for a 
critical high-speed test, the program was three 
months ahead of schedule! 

Then,  the  very fact that things had moved so 
fast threatened to rob the program of the time it 
had gained. 

As Vought had planned, a wind tunnel flutter test 
had to precede the upcoming high-speed flight. 
But VoughtTs prearranged date at  a government 
tunnel was over a month away. The facility was 
booked solidly up to the appointed day. And Vought's 
own Mach 5 tunnel was under construction. 

Then Ed revealed the scope of his liaison. It had 
ranged to the rocket test track at nearby Edwards Air 
Force Base. There, with the help of a cooperative 
track project engineer, E d  had spotted a rusting 
rocket sled, left behind from a radome test. Now, if 
the sled could be rigged to carry that spare Regu- 

lus fin, Ed figured, they might get flutter data before 
the tunnel test. 

That changed Ed's state of liaison. All Vought 
was suddenly at his service. Shopmen reworked the 
sled to mount the fin. Instrumentation technicians 
fitted the fin with gages and transducers. Vought's top 
flutter men double-checked, raised their eyebrows, 
then endorsed the whole thing. 

At the track, moments before the rockets exploded, 
Ed had a twinge of doubt. His sled was a mon- 
ster, indeed. Air loads would be terrific . . . 

Then the sled shot off on the first of two success- 
ful trips that revealed all the data required. 

At Chance Vought, there's liaison in spirit as well as 
in name. It allies engineers of many specialties and view- 
points against mutual problems. It builds channels 
instead o f  walls  between diverse technical areas. 
It's another reason why top engineers are choosing 
Vought -to keep abreast of ull fields while advancing 
in one. 
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OVER-THE-SEAS 
TV. ..FTL 

Another major "first" has been scored 
by Federal Telecommunication Labo- 
ratories . . . broad-band over-horizon 
microwave . . . for television (and tele- 
phone) between Florida and Cuba.. . 
the world's first over-the-seas live TV! 

Here is a typical example of the out- 
standing projects continually under de- 
velopment at FTL-principal research 
center of the world-wide IT&T System 
in the United States. 

Equally inspiring, challenging, and 
hi&-level are the diversified assien- 
ments under FTL's long-range . . . providing unlimited opportunities 
for young engineers of unusual ability, 
initiative, and imagination. 

When the time comes to start build- 
ing your professional career - get in 
touch with FTL-first! 

FTL's DYNAMIC  RESEARCH PROGRAM 

INCLUDES THESE FIELDS: 

Radio Communication Systems 
Traveling Wave Tubes 

Electronic Countermeasures 
Air Navigation Systems 

Antennas . Missile Guidance 
Transistors and other Semiconductor Devices 

Computers and Data Processing 
Wire Communication Systems 

Excellent graduate schools are easy to  
reach from FTL locations in these east and 
west coast cities : 
NUTLEY, N. 8 . .  . .500 WASHINGTON AVE. 

S i n  Fernando, Cal.. .15151 Bledsoe St. 
Polo Alto, Cal. . . .937 Commercial St. 

Personals . . . continued 

beautiful bouquet of flowers from the even 
more beautiful Miss Kyoko Otami, Japan's 
M i ~ s  Uniterse of 1957: and participation 
as a National Academy of Sciences dele- 
gate. in the 9th Pacific Science (ongresc 
I Bangkok. Also attended a most inter- 
esting meeting last spring in  Stockholm 
where the u ~ e  of electronic computers for 
weather prediction was discussed. 

" M y  con, Bob, Jr., 21. is a junior at 
RPI studying aeronautic". Another son. 
John; 16, is a high school junior, studying 
'sports rare and swing music. 

"As to a few of our 'lost alumni,' Col. 
Don McNeal, MS '35, still lives, I helieve. 
in Dayton, Ohio; Maj. Gen. Harold H. 
Bassett, MS '36, Maj. Gen. William Stone, 
MS '38, and  Col. John Feeley, '41, can he 
reached through W 4 F  Hq. in Washington, 
D.C.; Col. Wilwn !Veal, MS '39, is director 
of plans at Hq, Air Weather Service, An- 
drews AFB in Washington, D.C., and Col. 
Delmar Crowson, MS '41, is in the Penta- 
gon ( USAF) ." 

1934 
Ernest R. Howard, MS '35, is now work- 

ing with the Truflex thermostat metals sales 
and engineering staff of the general plate 
division of the Metals and Controls Cor- 
poration in 'Yttlehoro. R.T. 

1935 
Donald V.  Chamberlain, formerly vice 

president in charge of sales at  the Southern 
Pipe & Casing Company in 'Yzusa, i~ nov, 
executive vire president of the company. 

1936 
Arthur L. Bishop ic now awi-stant quper- 

intc'ndent of The Texas Company's Puget 
Sound refinery, under construction at 
March's Point, Washington. He was for- 
merly area qiipervi--or at  Texaro's 1.o~ $11- 

geles refinery. 

Hugo MerwghelU writes from Akron. 
Ohio: "'4fter 1 accepted a job a'- manager 
of the tire (on-true tion ( 1 ~ x 1  lopment de- 
partment of the tire development division 
of General Hre :vid Ruhtwr ( ompar!! irn 

v,itc and I ( t I f~bta te0  I11 &ptr!(ling ,i v c k  

in Mexico ( it? . . '[ht mote to U r o n  
ha& hcr i  an uprooting pxperien(t for our  

D38 
Delbert Van O r n m .  4fS. writes that he 

ia-' moved to Newport Beach, California 
r o m  Altadena. "The mcne.' Dfl  writes 
i<s the up-ihot of my work a< a proje( t 
tircctor for the Giannini Research Lahora 
ory during the past year. The lab is just 
;onth of Santa Ana so driving from 4ita 
I grot to be a c bore.'. 

19$0  
Kivo Tomhaw consulting engiiwt-r nt 

he Gernral Elettrir Mici-onate Lahora- 

Imported CASTELL 

"BLACK GOLD" 

adds skill to your hand 

5 years? 

That will depend on 
your native talent, hard 
work and such profes- 
sional habits as the use 
of imported A.W.FABER 
CASTELL. "black gold" 
graphite - the best na- 
tural graphite testing 
out at more than 99% 
pure carbon - makes 
Caste l l  the world's 
finest drawing pencil. It 
will add skill to your 
hand as it does to sea- 
soned Pros the world 
over. Color-graded for 
instant identification in 
most of the 20 scienti- 
fically-accurate degrees, 
8B to 10H. 

If you prefer a 
Holder, try LOCKTITE 
T e l - A - G r a d e  9 8 0 0  
which shows your de- 
gree in a flash -plus 
imported "black gold" 
CASTELL 9030 Lead. 
Shop in your college 
store and in s i s t  o n  
CASTELL across the 

PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3, N. J. 
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P e r ~ ~ l l a l ~  . . . continued 

tory in Palo 41to. California, is also edi- her of the Institute for Defense Analysis. 
tor of IRE'% Transactions on f i r o w a v e  Eherhardt Rechtin. PhD '50, is now chief 
Theory and Techniques. One of the mem- of the guidance research division at JPL. 
hers of his editorial board is Perry H .  Var- He was formerly chief of the electronic re- 
tanian. Jr. '53. search section and has worked at JPL  since 

1949. 
194l  

Joseph W. Lewis. manager of Arnold 0. Robert J. Park7 has been promoted to 

Beckman, Inc., in south Pasadena, has the ~~oqition of chief of the gui(lan(e and 

been appointed assistant to the president dectronic" department at JPL. Hp is also 

of Beckman Instruments, Inc. project director of the Sergeant. a second 
generation missile developed hy JPL for 

19-44 the U.S. Army Field Force". 
James M. Ploeser died of cancer on No- p  ̂ g^ h r r i f  has set up Electronic 

vember 18 in a San Jose hospital. He was Engineering and Management consultant 
36. offices ' in Palo Alto, California. He has 

A research biochemist at the Stanford ^y active in the engineering and manage- 
Medical School, Jim had lived in Saratoga ment consulting field for some years. His 
for the Pact 3 years. He is survived by moqt significant assignment in the past, he 
his wife and three children-Christine. write., **was as a member of the Project 
Monica and Stephen. Lamp Light Study staff at WT in 1914-45. 

During World War 11. Jim did penicillin rl-l,is ms special study concerning the 
research at Cornell University. He re- defense of ~ ~ ~ t h  ~~~~i~~ and was advisory 
reived his PhU degree in binchemi~try at  (lircrtlv to the secretary of ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ?  
Stanford University in 1948. From 1948 to ,; et.. wcholas is now director 
1954 he was a senior lecturer at the Uni- of  t,,e err, collnt,.,, (:hurch 
trersity of ()taw at nllnedirl, New Zealand, Insti tt,te, fjesides taking care of three E ~ ~ ~ .  
on a Fulbright Fellowship. copal churc he< in Weiser, Idaho. He 

Clifford I. dimming-,. division chief of writes that "the purpose of the Institute 
system', engineering at Calterh's Jet Pro- is to train men studying for the ministry 
pill-ion f aborator}. iq now at the Penta- in the Epi'-topal church in actual ' l i~e '  
gon for a >eai of temporary duty as a mem- situationc- a chance to experiment, de- 

velop and refine methods for training men 
most effectively for their job." 

19A5 
Charles E. Lamar. sale" engineer for the 

Southern Pipe & Casing Company in izusa, 
has been made a'-+ant manager of <ales. 

19W 
Laurence 0. IIar~pt. MS '47, ic now man- 

apci of the Prot tcr & Gamble plant in 
Sacramento. Tie had formerly been in 
charge of process operations. Larry has 
been with P&G since his graduation from 
LIT. 

1947 
I n i n g  Mirhehn.  MS, PhD '51, is head 

of the department of =ronantiral engineer- 
ing at the Pennsylvania State University. 
The Michelsons have tvio children-Ann, 
2, and Loui-i, 1. 

Arthur 3. Critchlow. is manager of the 
applied research department of IBM's Cor- 
porate Research Laboratory in San Jose. 
He has been with the (ompany since 1952. 
The Critchlows and their three children 
live in Los Gatos. 

19^9 
William A. Syluies, BS '49 ME, BS '50 

CE, is itill working for the Idaho Depart- 
ment of Highway" and is in &ige of the 
development of preliminar) dfiign speci- 

continued on p a y  48 

Completely new facilities for manufacturing precision 
instrument bearings increase Fafnir's ability to  meet 1 

emands and more exacting bearings specifics- 1 
tions. Latest type equipment, including ultrasonic clean- 1 
ing units and unique testing devices, assure new highs in 1 
instrument bearing quality. Fafnir's precision instrument 1 
bearing facilities are  unequaled in the field today - I 
another sound reason why industry looks to Fafnir for I 

I 
help with bearing problems. T h e  Fafnir Bearing 1 
Company, New Britain, Connecticut. 1 

I 

The development and oppli- 
cation of Fafnir instrument 
bearings coil for o knowl- 
edge of the design and op- 
eration of widely diversified 
types of equipment, ranging 
from automatic pilots, cam- 
puters, and guided missile 
instruments, to laboratory 
equipment. Perhaps the 
challenging andvaried field 
of bearing engineering or - - 

I engineering ~olesoffers~ou 
I the opportunities you wont. 
1 We'd be glad to heor from 
I you. 
I 
L.----------- 

Cocktails at 7 - Dinner 
at 8 - Dancing at 9:30 

Tickets $5.50 

For reservations, call 
Caltech's Alumni Office 

Engineering JandlScience 



IF  college has sharpened 

Your formula for  advancement in 
present day technological industry is 
growth in knowledge and ability. 

Applying this principle at Garrett, 
engineers are achieving outstanding 
reputations fo r  excellence in the 
following aircraft, missile and indus- 
trial fields: a i r  conditioning and 
pressurization; heat transfer; cryo- 

computation, preliminary design, fractional hp motors and gears. 

genic and nuclear systems; pneu- 
m a t i c  valves;  c o n t r o l s  a n d  a i r  
motors; system electronics; com- 
puters and flight instruments; gas 
turbine engines and turbine motors; 
pr ime engine development a n d  
industrial turbochargers. 

U p o n  employment ,  you- may  
choose either a direct assignment or 

engineering activities to aid you in 
selecting your field of interest. With 
company financial assistance you can 
continue your education at neighbor- 
ing universities. 

Typical project work is done in 
small groups where opportunities 
for  learning, added responsibility 
and advancement are enhanced. To 
receive full information write to 
Mr. G. D. Bradley 

enter a 9 month orientation program 
which permits you to survey Garrett 

CORPORAT@ON 

9 8 5 1  S .  SEPULVEDA B L V D . .  LOS ANGELES 4 5 .  C A L I F O R N I A  

CTURING.  LOS ANGELES AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING.  PHOENIX AIRSUPPLY 

R E X  * AERO E N G I N E E R I N G  * A I R  C R U I S E R S  * AIRESEARCH A V I A T I O N  SERVICE 
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START TODAY TO 
PLAN TOMORROW 
By knowing about some of the projects underway at the 
Babcock & Wilcox Company, an engineer may see his 
personal avenues of growth and advancement. For today 
B&W stands poised at a new era of expansion and 
development. 
Here's an indication of what's going on at B&W, with 
the consequent opportunities that are opening up for 
engineers. The Boiler Division is building the world's 
largest steam generator. The Tubular Products Division 
recently introduced extruded seamless titanium tubing, 
one result of its metallurgical research. The Refractories 
Division developed the first refractory concrete that will 
withstand temperatures up to 3200 F. The Atomic Energy 
Division is under contract by the AEC to design and 
build the propulsion unit of the world's first nuclear- 
powered cargo vessel. 
These are but a few of the oroiects- not in the olan- 
ning stage, but in the actual design and manufacturing 
phases - upon which B&W engineers are now engaged. 
The continuing, integrated growth of the company offers 
engineers an assured future of leadership. - 
How is the company doing right now? Let's look at one 
line from the Annual Stockholders' Report. 

in the Universal Pressure  oiler. 

Ask your placement officer for a copy of "Opportunities 
with Babcock & Wilcox" when you arrange your inter- 
view with B&W representatives on your campus. Or  
write. The Babcock & Wilcox Company. Student Train- 
ing Department, 161 East 42nd street, ~ e w  York 17, N. Y. - 

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME 
(Statistics Section) 

(in thousands of dollars) 
1954 1955 1956-UNFILLED ORDERS 

Insulated Wires and  Cables 

Engineer ing  \(ind\Scieme 



This could be the most val 

pportunities in el 

vidualized training, your advancement opportunities, 

..................... 
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS HELPFUL BOOK WILLIAM I. HOWELLS JR., COLLEGE RELATIONS DEW. 
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 

Raytheon's Record - review of pace-setting activi 
electronics that widen horizons for you Pease send me, without cost or obligation, Your Life and 

Your Future at  Raytheon. 
Research Program-suggestions for your future in either 
"pure" or applied research. 
Development and Dwalgn Program-prospects for you in 
the practical application of research to the manufac- 
ture of new electronic products and components. 
ManufacturingTechniquesProgram-latest production 
processes outlined for you who are inclined toward 
aupe~s ion  and management positions. 



fications for several highway projects. He 
received his professional license in cilil  
engineering last year. 

Dean A.  W atkin',. professor of electiical 
engineering and director of the e1ec tron 
tuhe laboratory at  Stanford University, has  
been named president of the rienly-formed 
Watkins-Johnson Company in Palo Alto. 
He will retain his position at  Stanford. The  
new company will deal in the research, de- 
velopment and manufacture of electron de- 
vi(es. The Watkins', who I h e  in Portola 
Valley, have three wia -dark ,  1 0 ,  Alan. 
7, and  Eric, 4. 

1951 
Arthur Cute write" about the complex 

problems in starting a small business in 
Mexico City in a n  article in the Summer, 
1957, issue of the Harvard Business School 
Bulletin. Art became head of a machine 
tool company three years ago which was 
in the red; now they a re  making a profit 
for the  first time. Sales have jumped 500 
percent. The  company, called Cia Vima- 
lert d e  Mexico, i s  unique in that some of 
their best workers are  deaf mutes. 

John F. Kinkel. associate terhnical di- 
rector of Northam Electronics, Inc., in 
Altarlena, California, has  been appointed 
l i r e  pre4dent of the firm and elected to 
the board of directors. m n e  Bollfiv, 

MS '36, is p re~ iden t  of Northam. which 
is a eu11'-idiary of the Norris-Thermador 
I orporation in Lo% kngele-!. 

Thomas E. Fvrirlgton. MS, received hi-! 
Ph i )  in (hemi-try at Pririceton University 
in November. 

1952 
J. Crawford Noll. MS '53, writes "Since 

I left-Caltech, I h a t e  been working in the 
transmi-ion system- development depart- 
ment a t  the Bell Telephone Laboratories in 
Murray Hill, N.I., ac an electrical engineer. 
Although it's a far  cry from merhanical 
engineering, I've been working on broad 
hand coaxial cable qysfems, a microwave 
radio "*em and,  presently, on a pulse 
rode system for use a t  millimeter wave 
frequencies-all this since I finished the 
Lab's commuriiiation development training 
program." 

19.54 
Simon Tarnmy. MS '55, writes that "my 

wife and I ha \e  settled down iri  Los 
Angeles again after ~periclirig the pa-ft two 
years in ( hicago. 1 have taken a job with 
the Byron Jackson division of the Borg- 
Warner (orporat inn as  supervisor of re- 
search and development. We are working 
on new equipment for the oil fields. It's 
good to be ha( k in I..A. You really have 
to "taj a n i n  for a while to appreciate it." 

William 4. 'Vet ill<>. F'hD, assistant pro- 
fe-or of chprniktrj a t  Grinnell Lollegtb in 
Io\va. h ~ .  been awarded two grants total- 
in? A l  1,470 for -upport of his researfh in 
the field of organic methanisms relating to 
(ydobutane  carbovylic arid?. 4 National 
Science Foundation grant of $9,500 is for 
research ccnering a three-year period and 
the rein 1inin":1,909 i, from the Research 
Corporation's Cottrell Fund, on a renew- 
able annual hakis. Bill joined the Grinnell 
faculty in 1956 after military duty a t  the 
~Xrmy's ( hemic a1 (.enter in  Edgenood, Md. 

1955 
Lt. Frank C .  Michel of the 512th 

Fighter Interceptor Squadron, is now in 
England flyin"-861)'s a t  Bentwaterq R'YF 
Station in Siiffolk. 

1956 
E d w a 1 d E. Hershberger wiites that 

s i n c e  graduating from Stanford last June 
with a n  MS, I have become married, 
joined the Vaty, gone through OCS. and 
received a comrniviori in  the LEC as an 
er i~ign.  From temporary duty at  Port 
Hneneme, ( alifornia, I have been ordered 
to 'Yrgentia, Newfoundland, a s  an assistant 
officer-in-charge of constr~~ction." 

Abe Sklc~r, Phi). ic now a ~ ~ i s t a n t  pro- 
fewor of mathematics at  the Illinois Insti- 
tute of Tec hriology. 

Relatively large area Filters can be inserted 
c o n t r o l s  b r i g h t n e s s  a n d  i ered-sty le  t o  c rea te  
assures uniformity of  i l lumi  desired atmosphere 
nation. 

COMPANY 
N 

INGLEWQQD, CALIFORNIA 
Send for iffustrated descn'pifvi? brochl~re 

You can read this world-famous daily newspaper for 
$4 50, Just half the regular subscription rate. 
Get top news coveraae. Enjoy special features. Clip 
for reference work 

Send your ord9r today Enclose check or money order. 
Use coupon belo*, 

- - - - -  

The Christian Science Monitor P-CN 
One  Norwoy St , Bocton 15,  Moss 

Send your newspaper for the time checked. 

D 6 months $4.50 a 1 year $9 
D College Student n Faculty Member 

Name ... ".. ....... ".... . .... ....... " , .  .... ... .... . .. .~... :.. 

City Zone State 
*This special offer available ONLY to collage students, 

faculty members, and college libraries. 



1 Steel nest that hatched a smoother transmission 
OU'RE looking at a ring 

YÃ ear "nesting" three small- 
er gears. It's part of one of the 
smoothest shifting transmis- 
sions ever put in a car. But it was 
almost too expensive to build. 

Getting this extra smoothness 
called for squeezing more gears 
into the same size transmission 
case. Nesting was necessary to 
save space. And the big ring 
gear had to be extra tough. The 
problem was to make it eco- 
nomically. 

The manufacturer turned to  
Timken Company metallurgists 
-acknowledged experts in fine 
alloy steels. They showed how 
to save the cost of boring out 
each gear-by start ing with 
Timkene seamless steel tubing. 
The hole's already there. And 
t h e  T i m k e n  s t e e l  h a s  a l l  
the toughness a transmission 
needs. It's another example 
of h o w  Timken  Company 
metallurgists solve tough steel 
problems. 

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 
STEEL OR JOB OPPORTUNITIES? 
For information about fine 
steel, send for "The Story 
of Timken Alloy Steel Qual- 
ity". And for help in plan- 
ning your future, write for 
"Better-ness andyour Career 
at the Timken Company". 
J u s t  d r o p  a 
card  t o  T h e  
Timken Roll- 
e r  B e a r i n g  
C o m p a n y ,  
Canton 6, 0. 

1 SPECIALISTS I N  F INE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING J 
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UR LEADERSHIP /? 

I-R automatic assembly rna- 
chine for automotive engine 
blocks. Proceeding from left to 
right, bearing halves, previ- 
ously assembled for a machin- 
n g  operation, are automatic- 
ally disassembled, bearing 
liners and crankshafts are in- 
serted manually and bearing 
capsare  automatically tight- 
ened to the correct torque. 

I f  you a r e  interested in automation.. . 
Here's what Air -Tool  Engineering at Ingersoll-Rand 
can mean to you 

ATION, today, is the magic word country's leading manufacturers of air com- 
is opening new horizons for cost- pressors, pumps, rock drills, gas and diesel 

saving economy in practically every industry. engines, vacuum equipment. All of these 
Things that used to be done by hand are now products depend heavily on advanced engi- 
being done automatically. Here is a rapidly neering in their design, manufacture and field 
growing field which offers fine opportunities application. 
for you as a mechanically minded engineer. Then there are the advantages of living in 

Many interesting engineering problems Athens, Pa., where Ingersoll-Rand builds auto- 
arise in the design, development and experi- mation equipment. The picturesque Pennsyl- 
mental work on such machinery, and creative vania hills provide many recreational advan- 
engineering is necessary to solve them. Prac- tages that are particularly appealing to the 
tical engineering ability is also needed for outdoor man. 
installation and initial operation of such If you are looking for a leadership career 
equipment. The early studies of customers' with long-range job security and excellent 
needs and automation equipment sales are opportunities for advancement, you'll find it 
also challenging jobs. a t  Ingersoll-Rand. 

Ingersoll-Rand is a recognized leader in For further details, contact your Place- 
designing and building these labor-saving air ment Office, or write to Ingersoll-Rand. 11 
and electric tools, and is also one of the Broadway, New York 4. 

GINEERS NOW AVAILABLE: 

Sales Engineering * Production Engineering 

* Design Engineering * Business Engineering 

ofso means 
LEADERSHIP 

in 

Compressors and Blowers 

Centrifugal Pumps 

Steam Condensers 



T F R O M  RYAN 

Washington- Unveiled in an unpre- 
cedented flight a t  the Pentagon, the 
Ryan X-13 Vertijet gave military 
officials a glimpse of the future of air- 
power. Like a huge bat, the Vertijet 
unhooked itself from its nose cable, 
hovered vertically, then whipped over 
into horizontal flight and roared out of 
sight. 

World's first jet VTOL aircraft, the 
Vertijet combines the flashing perform- 
ance of jet power with the mobility of 
missile launching. I t  frees supersonic 
airpower from runways and airports. 
Without landing gear, flaps, actuators, 
the X-13 concept means less weight- 
more performance in speed and climb. 

In  the words of a top Air Force 
General, "The Vertijet has provided 
military planners with a new capability 
tor manned aircraft of the future." 

Achieved in close cooperation with 
the Air Force and Navy, the Vertijet is 
based upon Ryan's unsurpassed 214 

million manhours of research, develop- 
ment, and test in VTOL aircraft. 

Navy, Army 
to Use New Ryan 
Navigator 

San Diego-Navy aircraft-piston 
engine, jets and helicopters will soon be 
equipped with Ryan lightweight auto- 
matic navigators and ground velocity 
indicators. Lightest, simplest, most 
reliable, r-oat compact of their type, 
these systems are self-contained and 
based on continuous-wave radar. 

The navigators provide pilots with 
required data such as latitude, longi- 
tude, ground speed and track, drift 
angle, wind speed and direction, ground 
miles covered and course and distance 
to destination. Ryan is also developing 
guidance systems for supersonicmissiles. 

ore Order 

San Diego - Nearl y $20 million worth 
of Ryan Firebee jet drone missiles have 
been ordered by the Air Force and Navy 
in 1957. In operational use, the Firebee 
is the nation's most realistic "enemy" 
target for evaluating the performance of 
air-to-air and ground-to-air missiles. It 
possesses the high speed, altitude, 
maneuverability and extended duration 
needed to simulate "enemy" intercept 
problems. 

America's number-one jet drone, the 
Firebee is another example of Ryan's 
skill in blending aerodynamic, jet pro- 
pulsion and electronics knowledge to 
meet a challenging problem.. . answer a 
vital military need. 

. 
I Ryan has immediate career 

openings for engineers ' Look t o  the future. Look to Ryan . . . where you can 1 grow w i th  an aggressive forward-looking company. 
1 You'll f ind a variety of st imulating projects. Ryan 

engages in  a l l  three elements of  modern flight- ! airframes, engines and electronic systems. 
1 S E N D  FOR RYAN'S BROChURE, "ENGiNEERiNG 

OPPCPTuNITiES " V A i L  THiS COUPON TO 

Mr James Kerns, Engineering Personnel 
Ryan Aeronautical Company 

1 Lindbergh Field, 2736 Harbor Drive 1 San Diego 12, California 
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Alumni Events 

February 22 Dinner-Dance 

Apri l  12 Annual Seminar 

June 11 Annual Meeting 

June 28 Annual Picnic 

CALTECH CAI 
Athletic Schedule 

SWIMMING B 4SEB ILL 
February 14 February 22 

Sonta Monica JC at Caltech Cal Poly (Pomona) 

February 21 
at Cal Poly 

Fullerton JC a t  Caltech February 28 
UC, Riverside at  Caltech 

February 28 
l ong  Beach State at  Caltech March 

Westmont at  Westmont 

February 1 4  
Pomona-Claremont 
at  Claremont 

February 15 
Cal Poly (Pomona) 
at Cal Poly 

February 18  
Pasadena College at Caltech 

TENNIS 
February 22 

Occidental at Occidental 

Februory 25  
Col Poly (Pomona) 
at Caltech 

March 1 
Pomona-Claremont 
at Caltech 

ENDAR 
Friday Evening 

Demonstration Lectures 
LECTURE 13 VLL 

201 BRIDGE. 7:30 P.̂ L 

Februory 14 
Liquid Air- 
by  Dr. Earnest C. Watson 

February 21 
A Demonstration of  Critical 
Phenomena- 
By Dr. Bruce Sage 

February 28 
Archeological Explorations for Pre- 
historic Ruins in  Northern Arizona 
by  William Mil ler 

March 7 
Vorticity- 
by  Dr. Donald Cole 

SIT BACK A N D  R E L A X  

cnufachiring Company 

Worry About 

Your Metal Parts and Products 

We have the most modern facilities and most 

complete plant to give you the maximum o f  

service, whether i t  i s  a small par!, a large part, 

or a product from your ideas to the shipped article 

direct to your customers, under your name, f rom 

our  plant. 

TURING CO. 
Robert 4. W n t v r e .  M.S. '38 KJmball 6201 

5825 District Blvd. Los 4 n p l e q  22. Calif. 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY 
Willis R Donahue 34 Donald S Clark, 92 
VICE-PRESIDENT TREASURER 
Edward P Fleischer '43 George B Holmes, '38 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Frank C Bumb, '51 John E Fleming, '46 
L Fort Etter, '35 Chester W Lindsay, '35 
John R Fee, '51 John E Osborn, '39 

Nick T Ugnn, '34 

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS 
NEW YORK CHAPTER 
President E Morton Holland. 36 
A G Edwards & Sons, 501 Lexington Avenue, New York 17 
Vice-president Albert E Myers, '29 
530 Rock Road, Glen Rock, New Jersey 
Secretary-Treasurer Frank F Scheck, '48 
Pennie, Edmonds, Mo~ton Barrows & Taylor 

247 Park Avenue New Yo& 

WASHINGTON, D.C. CHAPTER 
President F-ank H Shelton, '4g 
A m e d  Forces Snecial Weaoon'; P'-oieci 
Secretary-Treasurer Richard G King, '49 
Applied Physics Labora+o?y, John5 Fopbns  Uruers:*y 
Silv-7 S D ~ P C J Ã  Ma-yiand 

CHICAGO CHAPTER 
Secretary-Treasurer L-sf ri-rt-c H K-,hIe.- La 
I'^fo'"!h a'/es7ern Um#trsit i E ~ a r i s t c i ' ~  

SACRAMENTO CHAPTER 
President P a r i c s  M Ye-d 30 
E c.tt Di;i,~ori J' I- chliec -- 1120 'Â¥Â SI 
Vice President Kenn-tk M F - n ~ ~ i r k  28 
State C* ' s n i  cf HI+& CI< 1120 ft St 
Secretary-Treasurer Joseph A Dobrowolsb '49 
Portland Cement Asreia t ion 
Meetings Luncheon nrst Friday of each month 

Uli.ersltv Club 1319 K S+ , Sac'amen'o 

SAN DIEGO CHAPTER 
Chairman Maurice 3 ROSS 2) 
70-10 Uda1 St*-et  Sen Ci-gc 6 Calif 
Secretory F7an.k John Dore Jr AS 
Concc' d-tt d Vuliee A. '-craft Cv- S e n  DIPGC 
Program Chairman Her~paq S Englade ' - ,  '39 
U S V"ib y F1ectrovcs Labc-a cry 



PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK 

stress c oncent~~~tioii  It was taken 
of a plastic model of a reactor 
x essel loadt'd to siiiiiilatc the strains 
a real reactor \ essel would undergo. 

Radiograph+ of the reactor vessel 
melds weie made with a 15,000 000- 
i olt 1~ tatiiii~. E\ crj bit of the 
'Â¥ps.~clii steel. ei  en w t  Id had to bu 
pro\ ed sound and fldv, less. 

KODAK COMP 

( :ombustion Engineering designed and built tins "couldn't- 
he-doiif*" reactor vessel for A~uerica'h first full-scale I 

nudear power station. And photography shared the job of 
teating metals, revealing stresses and proving soundness. 

c OUNTLESS unusual-even unique- 
problems faced Combustion 

Engineering in creating this nuclear 
reactor vessel. Nine feet in diameter 
with walls 8% in. thick, it is 235 tons 
of steel that  had to be flawless, 
seamed with welds that had to be 
perfect. And the inner, ultrasrnooth 
surface was machined to dimension 
with tolerances that vie with those 
in modern aircraft engines. 

As in all its construction. Cornbus- 
tion Engineering made use of 
photography all along the way. Pho- 

tography saved time in the drafting 
rooms. It  revealed where stresses 
and strains would be concentrated. 
It  checked the molecular structure 
of the steel, showed its chemical 
make-up. And with gamma rays it 
probed for flaws in the metal, imper- 
fections in the welds. 

Any business, large or small, can 
use photography in many ways to 
save time and money. It  can go to 
work in every department-design, 
research, production, personnel, 
sales, and accounting. 

CAREERS WITH KODAK 
: With photograph> dud photographic processes becoming increasingly 

iniportdnt in the business dud industry of tomorrow, then are m-v> 
and challenging oppoitunitit's at hodal, in research engineer- 

* me, electronics design arid production 
If leu are looking foi such Â¥ interestiiig opportuint\ xiite 

foi mformation .ibont careos with Kodak 4ddress. Biisi~icss 
and Techi i~  al I'ersuniicl Dipt Eastman hodal, C.onipdin, 
Rochester 4 N Y .....*..*..*.....*...*.........*.... 

ANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 



Interview with General Electric's 

Hubert W. Gouldthorpe 

Manager - Engineering Personnel 

Your Salary 

Although many surveys show that salary 
is not the prime factor contributing to job 
satisfaction, i t  is of great importance to 
students weighing career opportunities. 
Here, Mr. Gouldthorpe answers some 
questions frequently asked by college 
engineering students. 

Q. Mr. Gouldthorpe, how do you deter- 
mine the starting salaries you offer 
graduating engineers? 

A. Well, we try to  evaluate the 
man's potential worth to General 
Electric. This depends on his quali- 
fications and our need for those 
qualifications. 
Q. How do you evaluatethis potential? 

A. We do it on the basis of demon- 
strated scholarship and extra-curric- 
ular performance, work experience, 
and personal qualities as appraised 
by interviewers, faculty, and other 
references. 

Of course, we're not the only com- 
pany looking for highly qualified 
men. We're alert to competition and 
pay competitive salaries to get the 
promising engineers we need. 
Q. When could I expect my first raise 
at General Electric? 

A. Our primary training programs 
for engineers. the Engineering Pro- - 
gram, ~ a n u f a c t u r i n ~ P r o ~ r a m ,  and 
Technical Markctine Procram. Zen- 
erally grant raises after you've' been 
with the Company about a year. 
Q. Is i t  on automatic raise? 

A. It's automatic only in the sense 
that your salary is reviewed at  that 
time. Its amount, however, is not 
the same for everyone. This depends 
first and foremost on how well you 
have performed your assignments, 
but pay changes do reflect trends in 
over-all salary structure brought on 
by changes in the cost of living or 
other factors. 

Q. How much is your benefit program 
worth, as an addition to salary? 

A. A great deal. Company benefits 
can be a surprisingly large part of 
employee compensation. We figure 
our total benefit program can be 
worth as much as 1/6 of your 
salary, depending on the extent to  
which you participate in the many 
programs available at  G.E. 

Q. Participation in  the programs, then, 
is voluntary? 

A. Oh, yes. The medical and life 
insurance plan, pension plan, and 
savings and stock bonus plan are all 
operated on a mutual contribution 
basis, and you're not obligated to 
join any of them. But they are such 
good values that most of our people 
do participate. They're an excellent 
way to save and provide personal 
and family protection. 

Q. After you've been with a company 
like G.E. for a few years, who decides 
when a raise is given and how much i t  
w i l l  be? How high up does this decision 
have lo  go? 

A. We review professional salaries 
at  least once a year. Under our 
philosophy of delegating such re- 
sponsibilities, the decision regarding 
your raise will be made by one man 
-the man you report to; subject to 
the approval of only one other man 
-his manager. 

0. At present, what salaries do engi- 
neers with ten years' experience make? 

A. According to a 1956 Survey of 
the Engineers Joint Council*, engi- 
neers with 10 years in the electrical 
machinery manufacturing industry 
were earning a median salary of 
$8100, with salaries ranging up to 
and beyond $15,000. At General 
Electric more than two thirds of our 
10-year, technical college graduates 
are earning above this industry 

median. This is because we provide 
opportunity for the competent man 
to develop rapidly toward the bigger 
job that fits his interests and makes 
full use of his capabilities. As a 
natural consequence, more men have 
reached the higher salaried positions 
faster, and they are there because of 
the high value of their contribution. 

I hope this answers the question 
you asked, but I want to emphasize 
again that the salary you will be 
earning depends on the value of 
your contribution. The effect of such 
considerations as years of service, 
industry median salaries, etc., will be 
insignificant by comparison. I t  is 
most important for you to pick a job 
that will let you make the most of 
your capabilities. 

Q. Do you have one salary plan for 
professional people in  engineering and 
a different one for those in  managerial 
work? 

A. No, we don't make such a 
distinction between these two ini- 
portant kinds of work. We have an 
integrated salary structure which 
covers both kinds of jobs, all the way 
up to the President's. I t  assures pay 
in accordance with actual individual 
contribution, whichever avenue a 
man may choose to follow. 

* We have a limited number of copies of 
the Engineers Joint Council report en- 
titled "Professional Income of Engi- 
neers-1956." If you would like a 
copy, write to Engineering Personnel, 
BIdg. 36, 5th Floor, General Electric 
Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y. g5+, 

cussing: Advancement in Large 
Companies 0 Qualities We Look For 


